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FORWARD
PART-66 and the Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance Material (GM) of the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) Regulation (EC) No. 1321/2014, Appendix 1 to the Implementing Rules establishes the
Basic Knowledge Requirements for those seeking an aircraft maintenance license. The information in this Module
of the Aviation Maintenance Technical Certification Series published by the Aircraft Technical Book Company
meets or exceeds the breadth and depth of knowledge subject matter referenced in Appendix 1 of the Implementing
Rules. However, the order of the material presented is at the discretion of the editor in an effort to convey the
required knowledge in the most sequential and comprehensible manner. Knowledge levels required for Category A1,
B1, B2, and B3 aircraft maintenance licenses remain unchanged from those listed in Appendix 1 Basic Knowledge
Requirements. Tables from Appendix 1 Basic Knowledge Requirements are reproduced at the beginning of each
module in the series and again at the beginning of each Sub-Module.
How numbers are written in this book:
This book uses the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) standard of writing numbers. This method
displays large numbers by adding a space between each group of 3 digits. This is opposed to the American method which
uses commas and the European method which uses periods. For example, the number one million is expressed as so:
ICAO Standard		
European Standard
American Standard

1 000 000
1.000.000
1,000,000

SI Units:
The International System of Units (SI) developed and maintained by the General Conference of Weights and
Measures (CGPM) shall be used as the standard system of units of measurement for all aspects of international civil
aviation air and ground operations.
Prefixes:
The prefixes and symbols listed in the table below shall be used to form names and symbols of the decimal multiples
and submultiples of International System of Units (SI) units.
MULTIPLICATION FACTOR

1 000 000 000 000 000 000
1 000 000 000 000 000
1 000 000 000 000
1 000 000 000
1 000 000
1 000
100
10
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.000 001
0.000 000 001
0.000 000 000 001
0.000 000 000 000 001
0.000 000 000 000 000 001

= 101⁸
= 101⁵
= 1012
= 10⁹
= 10⁶
= 103
= 102
= 101
=10-1
= 10-2
= 10-3
= 10-⁶
= 10-⁹
= 10-12
= 10-1⁵
= 10-1⁸

PReFIx

SyMbOL

exa
peta
tera
giga
mega
kilo
hecto
deca
deci
centi
milli
micro
nano
pico
femto
atto

E
P
T
G
M
k
h
da
d
c
m
µ
n
p
f
a

International System of Units (SI) Prefixes
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EASA LICENSE CATEGORY CHART
Module Number and Title

A1
Airplane
Turbine

B1.1
Airplane
Turbine

B1.2
Airplane
Piston

B1.3
Helicopter
Turbine

B2
Avionics

1

Mathematics

X

X

X

X

X

2

Physics

X

X

X

X

X

3

Electrical Fundamentals

X

X

X

X

X

4

Electronic Fundamentals

X

X

X

X

5

Digital Techniques / Electronic Instrument Systems

X

X

X

X

X

6

Materials and Hardware

X

X

X

X

X

7A

Maintenance Practices

X

X

X

X

X

8

Basic Aerodynamics

X

X

X

X

X

9A

Human Factors

X

X

X

X

X

10

Aviation Legislation

X

X

X

X

X

11A

Turbine Aeroplane Aerodynamics, Structures and Systems

X

X

11B

Piston Aeroplane Aerodynamics, Structures and Systems

12

Helicopter Aerodynamics, Structures and Systems

13

Aircraft Aerodynamics, Structures and Systems

X

14

Propulsion

X

15

Gas Turbine Engine

16

Piston Engine

17A

Propeller

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

MODULE 04 SYLLABUS AS OUTLINED IN PART-66, APPENDIX 1.

LEVELS

CERTIFICATION CATEGORY ¦

B1

Sub-Module 01 - Semiconductors

4.1.1 - Diodes
(a) Diode symbols;
		
Diode characteristics and properties;
		
Diodes in series and parallel;
		
Main characteristics and use of silicon controlled rectifiers (thyristors), light emitting
		
diode, photo conductive diode, varistor, rectifier diodes;
		
Functional testing of diodes.
(b)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Materials, electron configuration, electrical properties;
P and N type materials: effects of impurities on conduction, majority
and minority characters;
PN junction in a semiconductor, development of a potential across a PN junction in
unbiased, forward biased and reverse biased conditions;
Diode parameters: peak inverse voltage, maximum forward current,
temperature, frequency, leakage current, power dissipation;
Operation and function of diodes in the following circuits: clippers,
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2

-

v

LEVELS
CERTIFICATION CATEGORY ¦
		
		
		
		

clampers, full and half wave rectifiers, bridge rectifiers, voltage doublers and triplers;
Detailed operation and characteristics of the following devices: silicon
controlled rectifier (thyristor), light emitting diode, Schottky diode, photo conductive
diode, varactor diode, varistor, rectifier diodes, Zener diode.

4.1.2 - Transitors
(a) Transistor symbols;
		
Component description and orientation;
		
Transistor characteristics and properties.
(b)
		
		
		
		
		
		

1
-

Construction and operation of PNP and NPN transistors;
Base, collector and emitter configurations;
Testing of transistors;
Basic appreciation of other transistor types and their uses;
Application of transistors: classes of amplifier (A, B, C);
Simple circuits including: bias, decoupling, feedback and stabilisation;
Multistage circuit principles: cascades.

4.1.3 - Integrated Circuits
(a) Description and operation of logic circuits and linear circuits/operational amplifiers;
(b)
		
		
		
		
		

B1

2
-

Description and operation of logic circuits and linear circuits;
Introduction to operation and function of an operational amplifier used
as: integrator, differentiator, voltage follower, comparator;
Operation and amplifier stages connecting methods: resistive
capacitive, inductive (transformer), inductive resistive (IR), direct;
Advantages and disadvantages of positive and negative feedback.

Sub-Module 02 - Printed Circuit Boards

1

Description and use of printed circuit boards.

Sub-Module 03 - Servomechanisms
(a)
		
		
		
		

Understanding of the following terms: Open and closed loop systems,
feedback, follow up, analogue transducers;
Principles of operation and use of the following synchro system
components/features: resolvers, differential, control and torque,
transformers, inductance and capacitance transmitters.

1

(b)
		
		
		
		
		

Understanding of the following terms: Open and closed loop, follow
up, servomechanism, analogue, transducer, null, damping, feedback, deadband;
Construction operation and use of the following synchro system components: resolvers,
differential, control and torque, E and I transformers, inductance transmitters,
capacitance transmitters, synchronous transmitters;
Servomechanism defects, reversal of synchro leads, hunting.

-

vi
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LEVELS
CERTIFICATION CATEGORY ¦
Addendum 01 - Radio Communication - ELT and ADS-B

Radio communication - radio waves, types of radio waves, loading information onto a radio
wave, amplitude modulation (AM), frequency modulation (FM), single side band (SSB);
Radio transmitters and receivers, transmitters, receivers, transceivers, antennas, length,
polarization, directivity, and field pattern, types, dipole antenna, marconi antenna, loop antenna,
transmission lines; Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B);
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT).
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-
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SEMICONDUCTORS

PART-66 SYLLABUS LEVELS
B1
CERTIFICATION CATEGORY ¦
Sub-Module 01

SEMICONDUCTORS
Knowledge Requirements

4.1.1 - Diodes

(a) Diode symbols;
Diode characteristics and properties;
Diodes in series and parallel;
Main characteristics and use of silicon controlled rectifiers (thyristors), light emitting diode,
photo conductive diode, varistor, rectifier diodes;
Functional testing of diodes.

2

(b) Materials, electron configuration, electrical properties;
P and N type materials: effects of impurities on conduction, majority and minority characters;
PN junction in a semiconductor, development of a potential across a PN junction in unbiased,
forward biased and reverse biased conditions;
Diode parameters: peak inverse voltage, maximum forward current, temperature, frequency,
leakage current, power dissipation;
Operation and function of diodes in the following circuits: clippers, clampers, full and half wave
rectifiers, bridge rectifiers, voltage doublers and triplers;
Detailed operation and characteristics of the following devices: silicon controlled rectifier (thyristor),
light emitting diode, Schottky diode, photo conductive diode, varactor diode, varistor, rectifier diodes,
Zener diode.

-

4.1.2 - Transistors

(a) Transistor symbols;
Component description and orientation;
Transistor characteristics and properties.

1

(b) Construction and operation of PNP and NPN transistors;
Base, collector and emitter configurations;
Testing of transistors;
Basic appreciation of other transistor types and their uses;
Application of transistors: classes of amplifier (A, B, C);
Simple circuits including: bias, decoupling, feedback and stabilization;
Multistage circuit principles: cascades,

-
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PART-66 SYLLABUS LEVELS
B1
CERTIFICATION CATEGORY ¦
4.1.3 - Integrated Circuits

(a) Description and operation of logic circuits and linear circuits/operational amplifiers;

1

(b) Description and operation of logic circuits and linear circuits;
Introduction to operation and function of an operational amplifier used as: integrator, differentiator,
voltage follower, comparator;
Operation and amplifier stages connecting methods: resistive capacitive, inductive (transformer),
inductive resistive (IR), direct;
Advantages and disadvantages of positive and negative feedback.

-

Level 1
A familiarization with the principal elements of the subject.
Objectives:
(a) The applicant should be familiar with the basic elements of the
subject.
(b) The applicant should be able to give a simple description of the
whole subject, using common words and examples.
(c) The applicant should be able to use typical terms.

Level 2
A general knowledge of the theoretical and practical aspects of the subject
and an ability to apply that knowledge.
Objectives:
(a) The applicant should be able to understand the theoretical
fundamentals of the subject.
(b) The applicant should be able to give a general description of the
subject using, as appropriate, typical examples.
(c) The applicant should be able to use mathematical formula in
conjunction with physical laws describing the subject.
(d) The applicant should be able to read and understand sketches,
drawings and schematics describing the subject.
(e) The applicant should be able to apply his knowledge in a practical
manner using detailed procedures.

SEMICONDUCTORS
SOLID-STATE DEVICES
Solid-state devices began replacing vacuum tube
electron control valves in the late 1950s. Their long life,
reliability, and resilience in harsh environments make
them ideal for use in avionics.

SEMICONDUCTORS
The key to sol id-state electronic dev ices is the
electrical behavior of semiconductors. To understand
semiconductors, a review of what makes a material an
insulator or a conductor follows. Then, an explanation
for how materials of limited conductivity are constructed
and some of their many uses are given. Semiconductor
devices are the building blocks of modern electronics
and avionics.
An atom of any material has a characteristic number
of electrons orbiting the nucleus of the atom. The
arrangement of the electrons occurs in somewhat
orderly orbits called rings or shells. The closest shell to
1.2

the nucleus can only contain two electrons. If the atom
has more than two electrons, they are found in the next
orbital shell away from the nucleus. This second shell
can only hold eight electrons. If the atom has more
than ten electrons (2 + 8), they orbit in a third shell
farther out from the nucleus. This third shell is filled
with eight electrons and then a fourth shell starts to fill
if the element still has more electrons. However, when
the fourth shell contains eight electrons, the number of
electrons in the third shell begins to increase again until
a maximum of 18 is reached. (Figure 1-1)

Shell or Orbit Number

1

2

3

4

5

Maximum Number of Electrons

2

8

18

32

50

Figure 1-1. Maximum number of electrons in each
orbital shell of an atom.
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atoms share electrons to fill out the valance shell of each
to the maximum of eight electrons. (Figure 1-4) This
unique symmetric alignment of silicon atoms results in a
crystalline structure.

In atoms with an incomplete valence shell, that is, those
without the maximum number of electrons in their
valence shell, the electrons are bound less strongly to the
nucleus. The material is chemically disposed to combine
with other materials or other identical atoms to fill in the
unstable valence configuration and bring the number of
electrons in the valence shell to maximum. Two or more
substances may share the electrons in their valence shells
and form covalent bond. A covalent bond is the method
by which atoms complete their valence shells by sharing
valence electrons with other atoms.

Most insulators used in aviation are compounds of two or more

Electrons in incomplete valence shells may also move
freely from valence shell to valence shell of different
atoms or compounds. In this case, these are known as
free electrons. As stated, the movement of electrons
is known as electric current or current f low. When
electrons move freely from atom to atom or compound
to compound, the substance is known as a conductor.
(Figure 1-3)
Not all materials are pure elements, that is, substances
made up of one kind of atom. Compounds occur when
two or more different types of atoms combine. They
create a new substance with different characteristics
than any of the component elements. When compounds
form, valence shells and their ma ximum number
of electrons remain the rule of physics. The new
compound molecule may either share electrons to fill
the valence shell or free electrons may exist to make it a
good conductor.
Silicon is an atomic element that contains four electrons
in its valence shell. It tends to combine readily with itself
and form a lattice of silicon atoms in which adjacent
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

Krypton

Argon

Neon
Helium

Ar

Ne

He

Kr

Figure 1-2. Elements with full valence shells are good insulators.
elements that share electrons to fill their valence shells.

Al

Ag

Cu

Aluminum

Copper

Au

Silver

Gold

Figure 1-3. The valence shells of elements that are
common conductors have one (or three) electrons.

Valence Electrons

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Figure 1-4. The silicon atoms with just the valence shell electrons
share these valence electrons with each other. By sharing with four
other silicon atoms, the number of electrons in each silicon atom
valence shell becomes eight, which is the maximum number. This
makes the substance stable and it resists any flow of electrons.
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The outer most orbital shell of any atom's electrons is
called the valence shell. The number of electrons in the
valence shell determines the chemical properties of the
material. When the valence shell has the maximum
number of electrons, it is complete and the electrons
tend to be bound strongly to the nucleus. Materials with
this characteristic are chemically stable. It takes a large
amount of force to move the electrons in this situation
from one atom valence shell to that of another. Since
the movement of electrons is called electric current,
substances with complete valence shells are known as
good insulators because they resist the flow of electrons
(electricity). (Figure 1-2)

Once bound together, the valence shells of each silicon
atom are complete. In this state, movement of electrons
does not occur easily. There are no free electrons to move
to another atom and no space in the valence shells to
accept a free electron. Therefore, silicon in this form is a
good insulator. Silicon is a primary material used in the
manufacture of semiconductors. Germanium and a few
other materials are also used.

When silicon is doped with an element or compound
containing five electrons in its valence shell, the result
is a negatively charged material due to the excess free
electrons, and the fact that electrons are negatively
charged. This is known as an N-type semiconductor
material. It is also known as a donor material because,
when it is used in electronics, it donates the extra
electrons to current flow.

Since silicon is an insulator, it must be modified to
become a semiconductor. The process often used is
called doping. Starting with ultra-pure silicon crystal,
arsenic, phosphorus, or some other element with five
valence electrons in each atom is mixed into the silicon.
The result is a silicon lattice with flaws. (Figure 1-5) The
elements bond, but numerous free electrons are present
in the material from the 5th electron that is part of the
valence shell of the doping element atoms. These free
electrons can now flow under certain conditions. Thus,
the silicon becomes semiconductive. The conditions
required for electron f low in a semiconductor are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Doping silicon can also be performed with an element
that has only three valence electrons, such as boron,
gallium, or indium. Valence electron sharing still occurs,
and the silicon atoms with interspersed doping element
atoms form a lattice molecular structure. However, in
this case, there are many valence shells where there
are only seven electrons and not eight. This greatly
changes the properties of the material. The absence of
the electrons, called holes, encourages electron flow due
to the preference to have eight electrons in all valence
shells. Therefore, this type of doped silicon is also
semi-conductive. It is known as P-type material or as
an acceptor since it accepts electrons in the holes under
certain conditions. (Figure 1-6)
Free Electron

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

As

Si

Si

As

Si

Si

As

Si

Si

As

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Figure 1-5. Silicon atoms doped with arsenic form a lattice work of covalent bonds. Free electrons exist in the material from the arsenic atom's
5th valence electron. These are the electrons that flow when the semiconductor material, known as N-type or donor material, is conducting.
A “hole” exists because there is no electron in the boron to form covalent bond here.

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

B

Si

Si

B

Si

Si

B

Si

Si

B

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Figure 1-6. The lattice of boron doped silicon contains holes where the three boron valence shell electrons fail to fill in the combined
valence shells to the maximum of eight electrons. This is known as P-type semiconductor material or acceptor material.
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Both N-type and P-type semiconductors are able to
conduct electricity. In the N-type material, current
f lows primarily like it does in any conductor. The
valence electrons move from one valence shell to another
as they progress through the material. Due to the
surplus of electrons, the electrons are considered the
majority current carriers in N-type semiconductors. Any
movement of current in N-type material by the filling of
holes is considered the minority current carrier.
In P-type material, current primarily flows by valence
electrons filling holes that exist in the doped lattice.
This makes holes the majority carrier in P-type material.
Any current flow in P-type material that occurs without
holes (valence electrons exchanging with other valence
electrons) is known as the minority carrier.
Figure 1-7 shows the progression of a hole moving
through a number of atoms. Notice that the hole
illustrated at the far left of the top depiction of Figure
1-7 attracts the next valance electron into the vacancy,
which then produces another vacancy called a hole in
the next position to the right. Once again this vacancy
attracts the next valance electron. This exchange of holes
and electrons continues to progress, and can be viewed in
one of two ways: electron movement or hole movement.
For electron movement, illustrated by the top depiction
of Figure 1-7, the electron is shown as moving from the
right to the left through a series of holes. In the second
depiction in Figure 1-7, the motion of the vacated hole
can be seen as migration from the left to the right, called

Electron Movement

hole movement. The valence electron in the structure
will progress along a path detailed by the arrows.
Holes, however, move along a path opposite that of the
electrons. Combining N-type and P-type semiconductor
material in certain ways can produce very useful results.
A look at various semiconductor devices follows.
PN JUNCTIONS AND THE BASIC DIODE

A single type of semiconductor material by itself is
not very useful. But, applications have been developed
when P-type and N-type materials are joined that
have revolutionized electrical and electronic devices.
The boundary where the P-type material touches the
N-type material is called the junction or PN junction.
Interesting and useful phenomenon occur at this contact
region. Furthermore, when joined, the entire twoelement semiconductor device becomes a basic diode.
A diode is an electrical device that allows current to
f low in one direction through the device but not the
other. Because of this, the semiconductor diode is used
in electronic circuits to convert alternating current into
direct current. Thus, the PN semiconductor device
can act as a rectifier. An explanation of what happens
at the PN junction and how it affects the entire
PN semiconductor device follows. A glass encased
semiconductor diode is shown in Figure 1-8.
UNBIASED PN JUNCTION

Figure 1-9 illustrates the electrical characteristics
of an unbiased diode, which means that no external
voltage is applied. The P-side in the illustration is
shown to have many holes, while the N-side shows
many electrons. When the P and N material contact
each other, the electrons on the N-side tend to diffuse
out in all directions. Some of the electrons enter the

Hole Movement

Silicon atom showing one of the electrons
in its valence shell.
Silicon atom in which one electron has broken
out of its valence shell and left a hole.
Electron moving from one silicon atom to
another and leaving a hole.

Figure 1-7. A hole moving through atoms.
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Figure 1-8. A silicon diode, the square silicon crystal
can be seen between the two leads.
1.5
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MAJORITY AND MINORITY CARRIERS

P region. With so many holes in the P material, the
electrons soon drop into a hole. When this occurs, the
hole then disappears. A negatively charged ion is created
since there is now one more electron than the number
of protons in the nucleus of the boron (or gallium or
indium) atom to which the hole belonged.
Meanwhile, in the N material near the junction, the
valence electrons that departed for the P-type material
leave behind a band of positive ions since there are
now more positively charged protons in the nucleus of
the arsenic (or phosphorous, etc) atoms than there are
electrons in their shells. Thus, each time an electron
crosses the PN junction, it creates a pair of ions. In
Figure 1-9, this is shown in the area outlined by the
dash lines. The circled plus signs and the circled negative
signs are the positive and negative ions, respectively.
These ions are fixed in the crystal and do not move
around like electrons or holes in the conduction band.
They constitute the depletion zone where neither
excess electrons or excess holes exist. The ions create
an electrostatic field across the junction between the
oppositely charged ions.

P-Type

N-Type

Depletion Zone

Holes
P-Type

Because holes and electrons must overcome this field
to cross the junction, the electrostatic field is usually
called a barrier or potential hill. As the diffusion of
electrons and holes crosses the junction, the strength of
the electrostatic field increases until it becomes strong
enough to prevent more electrons or holes from crossing
over. At this point, a state of equilibrium exists and there
is no further movement across the junction. The PN
junction and the entire PN device is said to be unbiased.
FORWARD BIAS PN JUNCTION

The two semiconductors joined at the PN junction
form a diode that can be used in an electrical circuit.
When a voltage source (battery) is attached to the diode
with the negative terminal connected to the N-type
semiconductor material and the positive terminal
connected to the P-type material, it is said to have
forward bias and electricity can f low in the circuit.
(Figure 1-10)
The voltage opposes the electrostatic field at the junction
and reduces the potential hill. The positive potential of
the battery forces holes in the P-type material toward
the junction. The negative potential of the battery
forces free electrons in the N-type material towards the
opposite side of the junction. The depletion zone become
very narrow and electrons in the N-type material flow
across into the P-type material. There, they combine
with holes. The electron and holes continuously come
together resulting in current f low. These majority
carriers in each semiconductor material increase in
number as voltage is increased. This increases current
flow. When disconnected from the battery, the depletion

Electrons
N-Type
Narrow Depletion Zone
P-Type

Negative Ions

N-Type

Positive Ions

Decreased Potential Hill
Represents Electrostatic Field
(Potential Hill)

Electron Flow

Figure 1-9. An unbiased PN junction - the depletion zone creates a
barrier that electrons or holes must overcome for current to flow. The

+

-

electrostatic field that forms the barrier is shown by a battery circuit

Figure 1-10. The flow of current and the PN junction of a forward

involving the positive and negative ions in the depletion zone.

biased semiconductor diode in a simple circuit with battery.
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Note that the potential hill or barrier is reduced when
connected to the battery as explained but it still exists.
A voltage of approximately 0.7 volts is needed to begin
the current f low over the potential hill in a silicon
semiconductor diode and about 0.3 volts in a germanium
semiconductor diode. Thereafter, current flow is linear
with the voltage. Caution must be exercised because it
is possible to overheat and “burn out” the semiconductor
device at the junction with excessive current flow. Also
note that temperature has a significant impact of current
flow in semiconductors.
REVERSE BIASED PN JUNCTION

When the battery connections to the PN semiconductor
are reversed as shown in Figure 1-11, the diode is said
to have reverse bias and current will not flow. The most
noticeable effect of reverse bias seen in this illustration is
the widened depletion zone.
The negative terminal of the battery attracts the holes
away from the junction and the positive terminal attracts
the electrons away from the junction. The result is a
wider depletion zone. The applied battery voltage is in
the same direction as the depletion zone field which
strengthen and widens with more ions. Majority current
carriers no longer have the energy to cross the barrier
at the junction. Minority carrier current flow does exist
across the junction but it is negligible.
PN junction diodes offer very little resistance to current
in a forward biased diode and maximum resistance when
the diode is reverse biased. Figure 1-12 shows a graph
of the current characteristics of a diode that is biased in
both directions.

SEMICONDUCTORS

zone widens, the electrostatic field strength is restored
and current flow ceases.
Widened Depletion Zone
P-Type

N-Type

Increased Potential Hill

-

+

Figure 1-11. Reversed biased PN junction-no current flow.

60mA
50mA
40mA
30mA
20mA
10mA
120v 90v 60v 30v
1v

2v

3v

4v

5v

600 A µ
1200 A µ

Figure 1-12. Silicon PN junction diode characteristics.

SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
CHARACTERISTICS AND
PROPERTIES
Semiconductor diodes have properties that enable
them to perform many different electronic functions.
To do their jobs, engineers and technicians must
be supplied with data on these different types of
diodes. The information presented for this purpose is
called diode characteristics. These characteristics are
supplied by manufacturers either in their manuals or
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

on specification sheets (data sheets). Because of the
scores of manufacturers and numerous diode types,
it is not practical to present a specification sheet here
and call it typical. Aside from the difference between
manufacturers, a single manufacturer may even supply
specif ication sheets that differ both in format and
content. Despite these differences, certain performance
and design information is normally required.

1.7

A brief description including the type of diode, the major
area of application, and any special features is normally
given. Of particular interest is the specific application
for which the diode is suited. The manufacturer also
provides a drawing of the diode which gives dimension,
weight, and, if appropriate, any identification marks. A
static operating table giving spot values of parameters
under fixed conditions is often given and sometimes a
characteristic curve similar to the one in Figure 1-12
is also supplied. (The graph shows how parameters
vary over the full operating range.) Finally, the diode
ratings are given since they are the limiting values of
operating conditions outside of which the diode could
be damaged. The PN junction diodes are generally rated
for the following:
1. Maximum Average Forward Current - this refers
to the maximum amount of average current that
can be permitted to flow in the forward direction.
If this exceeded, structure breakdown can occur.
Maximum average forward current is usually given
at a specific temperature, (typically 25° C).
2. Peak Recurrent Forward Current - the maximum
peak current that can be permitted to flow in the
forward direction in the form of recurring pulses.
3. Maximum Surge Current - the maximum current
permitted to flow in the forward direction in the
form of nonrecurring pulses. Current should not
equal this value for more than a few milliseconds.
4. Peak Reverse Voltage (PRV) - indicates the
maximum reverse-bias voltage that may be applied
to a diode without causing junction breakdown.
All of the above ratings are subject to change with
temperature variations. If, for example, the operating
temperature is above that stated for the ratings, the ratings
must be decreased. Some other diode characteristics are:
• Reverse Current (IR) - the small value of direct
current that flows when a semiconductor diode has
reverse bias.
• Maximum Forward Voltage Drop At Indicated
Forward Current (VF@IF) - the maximum
forward voltage drop across the diode at the
indicated forward current.
• Reverse Recovery Time (TRR) - the maximum
time taken for the forward-bias diode to recover its
reverse bias.
• Semiconductor diodes are used often in electronic
circuits. When AC current is applied to a
semiconductor diode, current flows during one
1.8

cycle of the AC but not during the other cycle. The
diode, therefore, becomes a rectifier and changes
AC current to pulsating DC current. When the
semiconductor diode is forward biased, electrons
flow; when the AC cycles, the diode becomes
reverse biased and electrons do not flow.

DIODE SYMBOLS
Diode symbols used in circuit diagrams are shown in
Figure 1-13. Different types of diodes have slightly
altered symbols for identification. These will be shown
as they are discussed.
Note that electron flow is typically discussed in this text.
The conventional current flow concept where electricity
is thought to f low from the positive terminal of the
battery through a circuit to the negative terminal is
sometimes used in the field. To differentiate between the
two in diagrams, the arrows in Figure 1-14 may be used.

DIODE IDENTIFICATION
There are many types of diodes varying in size from
the size of a pinhead (used in subminiature circuitry) to
large 250-ampere diodes (used in high-power circuits).
Because there are so many different types of diodes,
some system of identification is needed to distinguish
one diode from another. This is accomplished with
the semiconductor identif ication system shown in
Figure 1-15. This system is not only used for diodes
but transistors and many other special semiconductor
devices as well.

P

N

Anode

Cathode

Figure 1-13. Diode symbols.

Electron Flow

Conventional Current Flow

Figure 1-14. Current flow arrows used on diagrams.
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XN
Component
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XNYYY
YYY
Identification
Number

X- Number of Semiconductor Junctions
N - A Semiconductor
YYY - Identification Number (Order or Registration Number)
also includes suffix letter (if applicable) to indicate:

Band

Marked

1. Matching Devices
2. Reverse Polarity
3. Modification
Example - 1N345A
(An improved version of the semiconductor diode type 345)

Marked

Figure 1-15. Semiconductor identification codes.

As illustrated in this figure, the system uses numbers
and letters to identify different types of semiconductor
devices. The first number in the system indicates the
number of junctions in the semiconductor device and is
a number, one less than the number of active elements.
Thus 1 designates a diode; 2 designates a transistor
(which may be considered as made up of two diodes);
and 3 designates a tetrode (a four-element transistor).
The letter "N" following the first number indicates a
semiconductor. The 2- or 3-digit number following
the letter "N" is a serialized identification number. If
needed, this number may contain a suffix letter after the
last digit. For example, the suffix letter "M" may be used
to describe matching pairs of separate semiconductor
devices or the letter "R" may be used to indicate reverse
polarity. Other letters are used to indicate modified
versions of the device which can be substituted for the
basic numbered unit. For example, a semiconductor
diode designated as type 1N345A signif ies a twoelement diode (1) of semiconductor material (N) that is
an improved version (A) of type 345.
When working with these different types of diodes,
it is also necessary to distinguish one end of the diode
from the other (anode from cathode). For this reason,
manufacturers generally code the cathode end of the
diode with a "k," "+," "cath," a color dot or band, or by an
unusual shape (raised edge or taper) as shown in Figure
1-16. In some cases, standard color code bands are
placed on the cathode end of the diode. This serves two
purposes: (1) it identifies the cathode end of the diode,
and (2) it also serves to identify the diode by number.
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Color Spot
Anodes

Cathodes
Glass

Color Bands
Glass

Marked

Figure 1-16. Semiconductor diode markings.

The standard diode color code system is shown in Figure
1-17. Take, for example, a diode with brown, orange,
and white bands at one terminal and f igure out its
identification number. With brown being a "1," orange
a "3," and white "9," the device would be identified as a
type 139 semiconductor diode, or specifically 1N139.
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DIODE BEHAVIOR
2 Digit Type (Black Band)

3 Digit Type

Suffix Letter
(If Used) 2
4 Digit Type

Suffix Letter 2
(Black if No Letter)

1st

Semiconductor diodes have limitations as mentioned.
They are rated for a range of current f low. Above a
certain level, the diode overheats and burns up. The
amount of current that passes through the diode when
forward biased is directly proportional to the amount
of voltage applied. But, as mentioned, it is affected by
temperature. Figure 1-18 indicates the actual behavior
of a semiconductor diode. In practice, a small amount of
current does flow through a semiconductor diode when
reversed biased. This is known as leakage current and it
is in the micro amperage range. However, at a certain
voltage, the blockage of current flow in a reversed biased
diode breaks down completely. This voltage is known as
the avalanche voltage because the diode can no longer
hold back the current and the diode fails.

2nd 3rd 4th
Digits 1
Color

Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Gray
White
Silver
Gold
None

1
Digit

2
Diode Suffix
Letter

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
-

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
-

Figure 1-17. Semiconductor diode color code system.

Burn-Out
Current
Forward Current (MA)
Avalanche Voltage
Voltage
0.7 Volts
Reverse Current (IR)

Leakage
Current
Reverse Bias

Forward Bias

Figure 1-18. A semiconductor diode.

TYPES OF DIODES
ZENER DIODE
Diodes can be designed with a zener voltage. This is
similar to avalanche flow. When reversed biased, only
leakage current flows through the diode. However, as
the voltage is increased, the zener voltage is reached.
The diode lets current flow freely through the diode in
the direction in which it is normally blocked. The diode
is constructed to be able to handle the zener voltage and
the resulting current, whereas avalanche voltage burns
out a diode. A zener diode can be used as means of
dropping voltage or voltage regulation. It can be used to
step down circuit voltage for a particular application but
1.10

only when certain input conditions exist. Zener diodes
are constructed to handle a wide range of voltages.
(Figure 1-19)

SIGNAL DIODES
Signal diodes are common semiconductor diodes that
are typically used in radio signal processing. They pass
small current usually up to 100 milliamps. (Figure 1-20)
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Photodiode Symbol

Electron Flow

(+) Anode

Simple Coil Circuit

Cathode (-)

+

+

IZ

−

RS
VA

Figure 1-21. The symbol for a photodiode and
D1

V2

RL

Figure 1-19. A Zener diode, when reversed biased, will
break down and allow a prescribed voltage to flow in
the direction normally blocked by the diode.

Approx. 0.75"

(+) Anode

Cathode (-)

Figure 1-20. General purpose signal diodes.

PHOTODIODES
Light contains electromagnetic energy that is carried
by photons. The amount of energy depends on the
frequency of light of the photon. This energy can be
very useful in the operation of electronic devices since
all semiconductors are affected by light energy. When a
photon strikes a semiconductor atom, it raises the energy
level above what is needed to hold its electrons in orbit.
The extra energy frees an electron enabling it to flow as
current. The vacated position of the electron becomes a
hole. In photodiodes, this occurs in the depletion area of
the reversed biased PN junction turning on the device
and allowing current to flow.
Figure 1-21 illustrates a photodiode in a coil circuit.
In this case, the light striking the photodiode causes
current to flow in the circuit whereas the diode would
have otherwise blocked it. The result is the coil energizes
and closes another circuit enabling its operation.
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a photodiode in a simple coil circuit.

Thermal energy produces minority carriers in a diode.
The higher the temperature, the greater the current in
a reverse current diode. Light energy can also produce
minority carriers. By using a small window to expose
the PN junction, a photodiode can be built. When light
fall upon the junction of a reverse-biased photodiode,
electrons-hole pairs are created inside the depletion
layer. The stronger the light, the greater the number
of light-produced carriers, which in turn causes a
greater magnitude of reverse current. Because of this
characteristic, the photodiode can be used in light
detecting circuits.

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
Light emitting diodes (LEDs) have become so commonly
used in electronics that their importance may tend to be
overlooked. Numerous avionics displays and indicators
use LEDs for indicator lights, digital readouts, and
backlighting of liquid crystal display (LCD) screens.
LEDs are simple and reliable. They are constructed
of semiconductor material. In a forward biased diode,
electrons cross the junction and fall into holes. As the
electrons fall into the valence band, they radiate energy.
This is true in all semiconductor materials. In most
diodes, this energy is dissipated as heat. However, in
the light-emitting diode (LED), the energy is dissipated
as light. By using elements, such as gallium, arsenic,
and phosphorous, an LED can be designed to radiate
colors, such as red, green, yellow, blue and infrared light.
LEDs that are designed for the visible light portion of
the spectrum are useful for instruments, indicators, and
even cabin lighting. The advantages of the LED over the
incandescent lamps are longer life, lower voltage, faster
on and off operations, and less heat.
1.11

Color

Wavelength (nm)

Infrared

760

Voltage (V)

Semiconductor Material

∆V < 1.9

Gallium arsenide (GaAs)
Aluminium gallium arsenide (AlGaAs)

Red

610

760

1.63 < ∆V < 2.03

Aluminium gallium arsenide (AlGaAs)
Gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP)
Aluminium gallium indium phosphide (AlGaInP)
Gallium(III) phosphide (GaP)

Orange

590

610

2.03 < ∆V < 2.10

Gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP)
Aluminium gallium indium phosphide (AlGaInP)
Gallium(III) phosphide (GaP)

Yellow

570

590

2.10 < ∆V < 2.18

Gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP)
Aluminium gallium indium phosphide (AlGaInP)
Gallium(III) phosphide (GaP)

Green

500

570

1.9[32] < ∆V < 4.0

Indium gallium nitride (InGaN) / Gallium(III) nitride (GaN)
Gallium(III) phosphide (GaP)
Aluminium gallium indium phosphide (AlGaInP)
Aluminium gallium phosphide (AlGaP)

Blue

450

500

2.48 < ∆V < 3.7

Zinc selenide (ZnSe)
Indium gallium nitride (InGaN)
Silicon carbide (SiC) as substrate
Silicon (Si) as substrate — (under development)

Violet

400

450

2.76 < ∆V < 4.0

Indium gallium nitride (InGaN)

Purple

Multiple Types

2.48 < ∆V < 3.7

Dual blue/red LEDs,
blue with red phosphor,
or white with purple plastic

3.1 < ∆V < 4.4

diamond (235 nm)[33]
Boron nitride (215 nm)[34][35]
Aluminium nitride (AlN) (210 nm)[36]
Aluminium gallium nitride (AlGaN)
Aluminium gallium indium nitride (AlGaInN) — (down to 210 nm)[37]

∆V = 3.5

Blue/UV diode with yellow phosphor

Ultraviolet

White

400

Broad Spectrum

Figure 1-22. LED colors and the materials used to construct them as well as their wavelength and voltages.

Figure 1-22 is a table that illustrates common LED
colors and the semiconductor material that is used in the
construction of the diode.
NOTE: When the diode is reversed biased, no light is
given off. When the diode is forward biased, the energy
given off is visible in the color characteristic for the
material being used. Figure 1-23 illustrates the anatomy
of a single LED, the symbol of an LED, and a graphic
depiction of the LED process.
LEDs are used widely as "power on" indicators of current
and as displays for pocket calculators, digital voltmeters,
frequency counters, etc. For use in calculators and
similar devices, LEDs are typically placed together in
seven-segment displays, as shown in Figure 1-24 (view
A and view B). This display uses seven LED segments,
or bars (labeled A through G in the figure), which can
1.12

be lit in different combinations to form any number
from "0" through "9." The schematic, view A, shows
a common-anode display. All anodes in a display are
internally connected.
When a negative voltage is applied to the proper
cathodes, a number is formed. For example, if negative
voltage is applied to all cathodes except that of LED
"E," the number "9" is produced, as shown in view A
of Figure 1-25. If the negative voltage is changed and
applied to all cathodes except LED "B," the number "9"
changes to "6" as shown in view B.
Seven-segment displays are also available in commoncathode form, in which all cathodes are at the same
potential. When replacing LED displays, you must
ensure the replacement display is the same type as the
faulty display. Since both types look alike, you should
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

Wire Bond

−

P-Type

SEMICONDUCTORS

+

Expoxy Lens/Case

N-Type

Reflective Cavity
Semiconductor Die
Anvil
Post

Leadframe

Electron

Hole

Flat Spot

Conduction Band
Light
Band Gap

Anode

Cathode

Recombination

Valence Band

Figure 1-23. A close up of a single LED (left) and the process of a semi-conductor producing light by electrons dropping into holes and
giving off energy (right). The symbol for a light emitting diode is the diode symbol with two arrows pointing away from the junction.
A

A

A

A
F

B

F

B

F

B

F

B

G

G
E

C

E

G
C

E

G
C

E

C

D

(A)

D

D

D

(B)

(A)

(B)

Figure 1-24. Seven segment LED display.

Figure 1-25. Seven segment LED display examples.

always check the manufacturer's number. LED sevensegment displays range from the very small, often not
much larger than standard typewritten numbers, to
about an inch. Several displays may be combined in a
package to show a series of numbers, such as the one
shown in Figure 1-26.

POWER RECTIFIER DIODES
The rectifier diode is usually used in applications that
require high current, such as power supplies. The range
in which the diode can handle current can vary anywhere
from one ampere to hundreds of amperes. One common
example of diodes is the series of diodes, part numbers
1N4001 to 1N4007. The “1N” indicates that there is
only one PN junction, or that the device is a diode. The
average current carrying range for these rectifier diodes
is about one ampere and have a peak inverse voltage
between 50 volts to 1 000 volts. Larger rectifier diodes
can carry currents up to 300 amperes when forward
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

Figure 1-26. Stacked seven segment LED display.

biased and have a peak inverse voltage of 600 volts. A
recognizable feature of the larger rectifier diodes is that
they are encased in metal in order to provide a heat sink.
Figure 1-27 illustrates a few types of rectifier diodes.

SCHOTTKY DIODES
A Schottky diode is designed to have a metal, such as
gold, silver, or platinum, on one side of the junction and
doped silicon, usually an N-type, on the other side of the
junction. In this respect, it is not a pure semiconductor
1.13

(+) Anode

Cathode (-)

Approx. 0.75"

Schematic Symbol
Approx. 0.75"

(+) Anode

Cathode (-)

General Purpose Signal Diodes

Approx. 1.5"

Approx. 0.2"

(+) Anode

Cathode (-)
35 Ampere Silicon Rectifier
Rectifier Diodes

Figure 1-27. Examples of power rectifier diodes with the one on the right encased in metal to provide a heat shrink.

diode. It is a metal semiconductor diode. A Schottky
diode is considered a unipolar device because free
electrons are the majority carrier on both sides of the
junction. The Schottky diode has no depletion zone
or charge storage, which means that the switching
time can be as high as 300 MHz. The typical PN
semiconductor switches much slower. When an opposite
voltage to the voltage supply that forward biases a PN
junction diode is applied, current in the diode continues
to f low for a brief moment. This time is measurable
and is known as reverse recovery time. Schottky diode
reverse recovery time is much shorter which makes it
suited for use in high frequency rectification. It also has
a very low voltage drop (0.15 volts versus 0.7 volts for a
silicon diode). Figure 1-28 illustrates a Schottky diode
and gives the schematic symbol.

Metal

A varistor is not exactly a semiconductor diode. It is
typically made of a ceramic mass of zinc oxide grains
in a matrix of other metal oxides. This material is
sandwiched between two metal plates which are the
electrodes. (Figure 1-29) The numerous grains form
diode relationships with other grains so that current
f lows in one direction only through the device. The
current voltage relationship is non-linear. A small or
moderate amount of voltage applied to the varistor

N-Type
Material

Figure 1-28. Schottky diode construction and schematic symbol.
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VARISTOR

Figure 1-29. A Varistor.
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VARACTOR DIODES (VARICAP)
The varactor, or varicap, is a diode that behaves like a
variable capacitor. Its capacitance is dependent on the
applied voltage. The PN junction functions like the
dielectric and the N and P materials like the plates of
a common capacitor. Understanding how the varactor
operates is an important prerequisite to understanding
field-effect transistors (FETs), which are covered later in
this sub-module. The schematic symbol and a varactor
drawing is illustrated in Figure 1-32.

Figure 1-33 shows a PN junction. Surrounding the
junction of the P and N materials is a narrow zone
void of both positively and negatively charged current
carriers. This area is called the depletion zone.
The size of the depletion zone in a varactor diode is
directly related to the bias. Forward biasing makes the
zone smaller by repelling the current carriers toward the
PN junction. If the applied voltage is large enough (about
.5 volt for silicon material), the negative particles will
cross the junction and join with the positive particles, as
shown in Figure 1-34. This forward biasing causes the
depletion zone to decrease, producing a low resistance at
the PN junction and a large current flow across it. This
is the condition for a forward-biased diode.

Figure 1-32. Varactor diode.

Varistor Schematic Symbol

Depletion Zone

P-Type

N-Type

Figure 1-30. Schematic symbol of a varistor.

2.0

ZnO

I/A

SiC

1.5

Junction

1.0

Figure 1-33. PN Junction.

0.5
-800 -600 -400 -200
200 400 600
-0.5

800

P-Type

U/V

Narrow Depletion
Zone

N-Type

-1.0

+

-

-1.5
-2.0

Figure 1-31. Varistor current-voltage characteristics for
zinc oxide (ZnO) and silicon carbide (SiC) devices.
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Figure 1-34. Forward biased PN Junction.
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causes very little current flow. However, when a large
voltage is applied, the effective junction breaks down
and large current flow follows. Therefore the varistor
has high resistance at low voltage and low resistance
at high voltage. Varistors are often used to protect
circuits against excessive transient voltages. They are
incorporated so that, when triggered, they shunt the
current created by the high voltage away from sensitive
components. Figure 1-30 illustrates the schematic
symbol of a varistor. Figure 1-31 shows the performance
graph of a typical varistor.

On the other hand, if reverse-bias voltage is applied to
the PN junction, the size of its depletion zone increases
as the charged particles on both sides move away from
the junction. This condition, shown in Figure 1-35,
produces a high resistance between the terminals and
allows little current f low (only in the microampere
range). This is the operating condition for the varactor
diode, which is nothing more than a special PN junction.

In this case, the size of the insulation gap of the varactor,
or depletion zone, is substituted for the distance between
the plates of the capacitor. By varying the reverse-bias
voltage applied to the varactor, the width of the "gap" may
be varied. An increase in reverse bias increases the width
of the gap (d) which reduces the capacitance (C) of the
PN junction. Therefore, the capacitance of the varactor is
inversely proportional to the applied reverse bias.

As the f igure shows, the insulation gap formed by
reverse biasing of the varactor is comparable to the layer
of dielectric material between the plates of a common
capacitor. Furthermore, the formula used to calculate
capacitance (C) can be applied to both the varactor and
the capacitor:

The ratio of varactor capacitance to reverse bias voltage
change may be as high as 10 to 1. Figure 1-36 shows
one example of the voltage-to-capacitance ratio. View A
shows that a reverse bias of 3 volts produces a capacitance
of 20 picofarads in the varactor. If the reverse bias is
increased to 6 volts, as shown in view B, the depletion
zone widens and capacitance drops to 5 picofarads.
Each 1-volt increase in reverse bias voltage causes a
5-picofarad decrease in the capacitance of the varactor;
the ratio of change is therefore 5 to 1. Of course any
decrease in applied reverse bias voltage would cause a
proportionate increase in capacitance, as the depletion
zone narrows. Notice that the value of the capacitance is
small in the picofarad range.

C=

AK
d

Where:
A = plate area
K = a constant value
d = distance between plates

P-Type

Wide Depletion
Zone

N-Type

-

+

In general, varactors are used to replace the old style
variable capacitor tuning. They are used in tuning circuits
of more sophisticated communication equipment and in
other circuits where variable capacitance is required. One
advantage of the varactor is that it allows a DC voltage
to be used to tune a circuit for simple remote control or
automatic tuning functions. One such application of the
varactor is as a variable tuning capacitor in a receiver or
transmitter tank circuit like that shown in Figure 1-37.

Figure 1-35. Reverse-bias PN Junction.

20pF
P-Type

5pF

Depletion Zone
N-Type

P-Type

3V

N-Type

6V

(A)

(B)
Figure 1-36. Varactor capacitance versus reverse-bias voltage.
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An ohmmeter can be used to check a varactor diode
in a circuit. A high reverse-bias resistance and a low
forward-bias resistance with a 10 to 1 ratio in reversebias to forward-bias resistance is considered normal.

SEMICONDUCTORS

Figure 1-37 shows a dc voltage felt at the wiper of
potentiometer R1 which can be adjusted between
+V and −V. The DC voltage, passed through the low
resistance of radio frequency choke L2, acts to reverse
bias varactor diode C3. The capacitance of C3 is in series
with C2, and the equivalent capacitance of C2 and C3
is in parallel with tank circuit L1-C1. Therefore, any
variation in the DC voltage at R1 will vary both the
capacitance of C3 and the resonant frequency of the
tank circuit. The radio frequency choke provides high
inductive reactance at the tank frequency to prevent tank
loading by R1. C2 acts to block DC from the tank as
well as to fix the tuning range of C3.

Tuned Resonant Circuit
+V
C2

10 F

RFC

R1

L2
L1

C1

C3

-V

Figure 1-37. Varactor tuned resonant circuit.

DIODE MAINTENANCE AND TESTING
Diodes are rugged and efficient. They are also expected
to be relatively trouble free. Protective encapsulation
processes and special coating techniques have even
further increased their life expectancies. In theory, a
diode should last indefinitely. However, if diodes are
subjected to current overloads, their junctions will be
damaged or destroyed. In addition, the application of
excessively high operating voltages can damage or destroy
junctions through arc-over, or excessive reverse currents.
One of the greatest dangers to the diode is heat. Heat
causes more electron-hole pairs to be generated, which
in turn increases current flow. This increase in current
generates more heat and the cycle repeats itself until the
diode draws excessive current. This action is referred
to as thermal runaway and eventually causes diode
destruction. Extreme caution should be used when
working with equipment containing diodes to ensure
that these problems do not occur and cause irreparable
diode damage.
The following is a list of some of the special safety
precautions that should be observed when working
with diodes:
• Never remove or insert a diode into a circuit with
voltage applied.
• Never pry diodes to loosen them from their
circuits.
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• Always be careful when soldering to ensure that
excessive heat is not applied to the diode.
• When testing a diode, ensure that the test voltage
does not exceed the diode's maximum allowable
voltage.
• Never put your fingers across a signal diode because
the static charge from your body could short it out.
• Always replace a diode with a direct replacement,
or with one of the same type.
• Ensure a replacement diode is put into a circuit in
the correct direction.
If a diode has been subjected to excessive voltage or
temperature and is suspected of being defective, it can
be checked in various ways. The most convenient and
quickest way of testing a diode is with an ohmmeter
(Figure 1-38). To make the check, simply disconnect
one of the diode leads from the circuit wiring, and make
resistance measurements across the leads of the diode.
The resistance measurements obtained depend upon
the test-lead polarity of the ohmmeter; therefore, two
measurements must be taken. The first measurement is
taken with the test leads connected to either end of the
diode and the second measurement is taken with the test
leads reversed on the diode.
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Reverse Condition

and a low resistance in the forward direction. The
diode's efficiency is determined by how low the forward
resistance is compared with the reverse resistance. That
is, it is desirable to have as great a ratio (often known
as the front-to-back ratio or the back-to-front ratio) as
possible between the reverse and forward resistance
measurements. However, as a rule of thumb, a small
signal diode will have a ratio of several hundred to one,
while a power rectifier can operate satisfactorily with a
ratio of 10 to 1.

High Resistance

Diode
(A) High Resistance Measurement

Forward Condition

Low Resistance

Diode
(B) Low
Resistance
Measurement
Figure 1-38.
Checking
a diode
with an ohmmeter.

The larger resistance value is assumed to be the
reverse (back) resistance of the diode, and the smaller
resistance (front) value is assumed to be the forward
resistance. Measurement can be made for comparison
purposes using another identical-type diode (known
to be good) as a standard. Two high-value resistance
measurements indicate that the diode is open or has
a high forward resistance. Two low-value resistance
measurements indicate that the diode is shorted or has
a low reverse resistance. A normal set of measurements
will show a high resistance in the reverse direction
1.18

The ohmmeter check is not conclusive. It is still
possible for a diode to check good under this test,
but break down when placed back in the circuit. This
occurs because the ohmmeter uses a lower voltage than
that used by the diode when operating in the circuit.
Another important point to remember is that a diode
should not be condemned because two ohmmeters give
different readings on the diode. This occurs because of
the different internal resistances of the ohmmeters and
the different states of charge on the ohmmeter batteries.
Because each ohmmeter sends a different current
through the diode, the two resistance values read on the
meters will not be the same.
Another way of checking a diode is with the substitution
method. In this method, a good diode is substituted
for a questionable diode. This technique should be
used only after you have made voltage and resistance
measurements to make certain that there is no circuit
defect that might damage the substitution diode.
If more than one defective diode is present in the
equipment section where trouble has been localized,
this method becomes cumbersome, since several diodes
may have to be replaced before the trouble is corrected.
To determine which stages failed and which diodes are
not defective, all of the removed diodes must be tested.
This can be accomplished by observing whether the
equipment operates correctly as each of the removed
diodes is reinserted into the equipment.
In conclusion, the only valid check of a diode is a
dynamic electrical test that determines the diode's
for ward current (resistance) and reverse current
(resistance) parameters. This test can be accomplished
using various crystal diode test sets that are readily
available from many manufacturers.
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The simple battery circuit with the PN junction places
the diode in series circuit. The diode offers resistance
to current flow and, therefore, a voltage drop occurs as
current flows through the diode. In the forward biased
circuit, the voltage drop is approximately .7 volts for
a silicon semiconductor diode and about .3 volts for a
germanium semiconductor diode. The remainder of the
initial applied voltage is applied to any load in the circuit
downstream of the diode. In a series circuit where the
diode is reverse biased, no current flows. In this simple
battery circuit with PN junction diode, the applied voltage
is DC from the battery.
With the application of AC voltage to the diode series
circuit, the diode allows current to f low in only one
direction and blocks it in the opposed direct. This is the
definition of a diode. The diode in series also rectifies
the AC voltage, that is, AC voltage is converted to DC
voltage. So, in addition to being a diode, it can also be said
that the diode is a rectifier. However, only half of the AC
voltage is used when the diode is in series. The other half is
wasted since current cannot flow across the reverse biased
diode. The widened depletion zone acts as an open circuit
and the potential is not used. This is known as half wave
rectification and is shown in the diagram in Figure 1-39.
AC voltage applied to diodes in a parallel circuit creates
similar results but with greatly improved efficiency.
Figure 1-40 illustrates diodes in a parallel circuit that
supplied a load (R L). The AC that is induced into the
circuit flows from negative to positive as always. The
full wave of the AC voltage is converted to DC, unlike
in the series circuit. As a result, the DC pulses are not
separated from each other. The arrows in the diagram
show the direction of current flow during the positive
and negative cycles of the voltage. Notice that the
transformer coil is grounded in the center. This is known
as a center tapped rectifier circuit. The positive and
negative cycles of the AC are used but the magnitude of
the AC voltage is half of what is supplied because of the
center tap.
A widely used variation of the full wave rectifier is the
bridge rectifier. (Figure 1-41) The arrows in the diagram
show that current f lows in each direction as the AC
cycles. The entire applied voltage is used with a noninterrupted DC pulse voltage resulting at the output.
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DIODES IN SERIES AND PARALLEL
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+

1=0
(B)

Figure 1-39. A diode and load in a series circuit with AC power
applied rectifies the voltage. Only half of the AC voltage is used.
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Figure 1-40. Diodes in a parallel circuit create a full wave rectifier.
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Figure 1-41. A bridge rectifier circuit converts the entire applied AC voltage to DC voltage.

TRANSISTORS
While diodes are very useful in electronic circuits,
semiconductors can be used to construct true control
valves known as transistors. A transistor is little more
than a sandwich of N-type semiconductor material
between two pieces of P-type semiconductor material
or vice versa. However, a transistor exhibits some
remarkable properties and is the building block of all
things electronic. (Figure 1-42) As with any union
of dissimilar types of semiconductor materials, the
junctions of the P and N materials in a transistor have
depletion areas that create potential hills for the flow of
electrical charges.
Like a vacuum tube triode, the transistor has three
electrodes or terminals, one each for the three layers of
semiconductor material. The emitter and the collector
are on the outside of the sandwiched semiconductor
material. The center material is known as the base. A
change in a relatively small amount of voltage applied to
the base of the transistor allows a relatively large amount
1.20

of current to flow from the collector to the emitter. In
this way, the transistor acts as a switch with a small input
voltage controlling a large amount of current.
If a transistor is put into a simple battery circuit, such as
the one shown in Figure 1-43, voltage from the battery
(EB) forces free electrons and holes toward the junction
between the base and the emitter just as it does in the
junction of a semiconductor diode. The emitter-base
depletion area becomes narrow as free electrons combine
with the holes at the junction. Current (IB) (solid arrows)
flows through the junction in the emitter-base battery
circuit. At the same time, an emitter-collector circuit is
constructed with a battery (EC) of much higher voltage
in its circuit. Because of the narrow depletion area at
the emitter base junction, current IC is able to cross
the collector base junction, flow through emitter-base
junction, and complete the collector-emitter battery
circuit (hollow arrows).
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Typical Transistors

PNP Transistor

NPN Transistor

Depletion areas

P
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N
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Emitter

Collector

Collector
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Base

Symbols for transistors used in an electronic circuit diagram.

Figure 1-42. Typical transistors, diagrams of a PNP and NPN transistor, and the symbol for
those transistors when depicted in an electronic circuit diagram.
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Figure 1-43. The effect of applying a small voltage to bias the emitter-base junction of a
transistor (top). A circuit diagram for this same transistor (bottom).

To some extent, varying the voltage to the base material
can increase or decrease the current flow through the
transistor. The emitter-base depletion area changes
width in response to the base voltage. If base voltage
is removed, the emitter-base depletion area becomes
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too wide and all current f low through the transistor
ceases. Current in the transistor circuit illustrated has
a relationship as follows: IE = IB + IC. It should be
remembered that it is the voltage applied to the base that
turns the collector-emitter transistor current on or off.
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Controlling a large amount of current flow with a small
independent input voltage is very useful when building
electronic circuits. Transistors are the building blocks
from which all electronic devices are made, including
Boolean gates that are used to create micro processor

chips. As production techniques have developed, the
size of reliable transistors has shrunk. Now, hundreds of
millions and even billions of transistors may be used to
construct a single chip such as the one that powers your
computer and various avionic devices.

SHOCKLEY DIODE
Combination of semiconductor materials is not limited
to a PN junction diode or a two type, three layer
sandwich transistor. By creating a four layer sandwich of
alternating types of semiconductor material (i.e., PNPN
or NPNP), a slightly different semiconductor diode
is created. As is the case in a two layer diode, circuit
current is either blocked or permitted to flow through
the diode in a single direction.
Within a four-layer diode, sometimes known as a
Shockley diode, there are three junctions. The behavior
of the junctions and the entire four layer diode can be
understood by considering it to be two interconnected
three-layer transistors. (Figure 1-44)
Transistor behavior includes no current flow until the
base material receives an applied voltage to narrow the
depletion area at the base emitter junction. The base
materials in the four layer diode transistor model receive
charge from the other transistor's collector. With no
other means of reducing any of the depletion areas at the

Anode

junctions, it appears that current does not flow in either
direction in this device. However, if a large voltage is
applied to forward bias the anode or cathode, at some
point the ability to block f low breaks down. Current
flows through whichever transistor is charged. Collector
current then charges the base of the other transistor and
current flows through the entire device.
Some caveats are necessary with this explanation. The
transistors that comprise this four-layer diode must
be constructed of material similar to that described
in a zener diode. That is, it must be able to endure
the current f low without burning out. In this case,
the voltage that causes the diode to conduct is known
as breakover voltage rather than breakdown voltage.
Additionally, this diode has the unique characteristic
of allowing current flow to continue until the applied
voltage is reduced significantly, in most cases, until it is
reduced to zero. In AC circuits, this would occur when
the AC cycles.

Anode

P

P

N

N

N

P

P

P
N

N

Cathode
Cathode

Four-Layer Diode

Transistor Equivalent

Equivalent Schematic

Schematic Symbol

Figure 1-44. A four-layer semiconductor diode behaves like two transistors. When breakover
voltage is reached, the device conducts current until the voltage is removed.
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SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS
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Figure 1-45. A silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) allows current to pass in one direction when the gate receives a positive pulse to latch
the device in the on position. Current ceases to flow when it drops below holding current, such as when AC current reverses cycle.

While the four-layer, Shockley diode is useful as a
switching device, a slight modification to its design
creates a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR). To construct
a SCR, an additional terminal known as a gate is added.
It provides more control and utility. In the four-layer
semiconductor construction, there are always two
junctions forward biased and one junction reversed
biased. The added terminal allows the momentary
application of voltage to the reversed biased junction. All
three junctions then become forward biased and current
at the anode flows through the device. Once voltage is
applied to the gate, the SCR become latched or locked
on. Current continues to flow through it until the level
drops off significantly, usually to zero. Then, another
applied voltage through the gate is needed to reactivate
the current flow. (Figure 1-45 and 1-46)
SCRs are often used in high voltage situations, such as
power switching, phase controls, battery chargers, and
inverter circuits. They can be used to produce variable
DC voltages for motors and are found in welding power
supplies. Often, lighting dimmer systems use SCRs to
reduce the average voltage applied to the lights by only

Cathode
Gate

N Type (Cathode)
P Type (Gate)
Anode Base-Plate

N Type
P Type (Anode)

Mounting Stud

Anode (Case)

Figure 1-46. Cross-section of a medium-power SCR.

allowing current flow during part of the AC cycle. This
is controlled by controlling the pulses to the SCR gate
and eliminating the massive heat dissipation caused
when using resistors to reduce voltage. Figure 1-47
graphically depicts the timing of the gate pulse that
limits full cycle voltage to the load. By controlling the
phase during which time the SCR is latched, a reduced
average voltage is applied.

TRIACS
SCRs are limited to allowing current f low in one
direction only. In AC circuitry, this means only half of
the voltage cycle can be used and controlled. To access
the voltage in the reverse cycle from an AC power
source, a triac can be used. A triac is also a four-layer
semiconductor device. It differs from an SCR in that it
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allows current flow in both directions. A triac has a gate
that works the same way as in a SCR; however, a positive
or negative pulse to the gate triggers current flow in a
triac. The pulse polarity determines the direction of the
current flow through the device.
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Figure 1-47. Phase control is a key application for SCR. By limiting the percentage of a full cycle of AC voltage that is applied to a
load, a reduced voltage results. The firing angle or timing of a positive voltage pulse through the SCR's gate latches the device open
allowing current flow until it drops below the holding current, which is usually at or near zero voltage as the AC cycle reverses.

Figure 1-48 illustrates a triac and shows a triac in
a simple circuit. It can be triggered with a pulse of
either polarity and remains latched until the voltage
declines, such as when the AC cycles. Then, it needs
to be triggered again. In many ways, the triac acts as
though it is two SCRs connected side by side only in
opposite directions. Like an SCR, the timing of gate
pulses determines the amount of the total voltage that is
allowed to pass. The output waveform is triggered at 90°
cycles as shown in Figure 1-48. Because a triac allows
current to flow in both directions, the reverse cycle of
AC voltage can also be used and controlled.

When used in actual circuits, triacs do not always
maintain the same phase firing point in reverse as they
do when fired with a positive pulse. This problem can
be regulated somewhat through the use of a capacitor
and a diac in the gate circuit. However, as a result,
where precise control is required, two SCRs in reverse
of each other are often used instead of the triac. Triacs
do perform well in lower voltage circuits. Figure 1-49
illustrates the semiconductor layering in a triac.
NOTE: The four-layers of N-type- and P-type materials
are not uniform as they were in previously described
semiconductor devices. None the less, gate pulses affect
the depletion areas at the junctions of the materials in
the same way allowing current to flow when the areas
are narrowed.

MT2
Main Terminal 2

Gate
Main Terminal 1

Base

Output Waveform

MT1

Figure 1-48. A triac is a controlled semiconductor device that allows current flow in both directions.
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Figure 1-49. The semiconductor layering in a triac. A positive or negative gate pulse with respect to
the upper terminal allows current to flow through the devise in either direction.

TYPES OF TRANSISTORS, CHARACTERISTICS AND
PROPERTIES

UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTORS (UJT)
The behavior of semiconductor materials is exploited
through the construction of numerous transistor devices
containing various configurations of N-type and P-type
materials. The physical arrangement of the materials
in relation to each other yields devices with unique
behaviors and applications. The transistors described
above having two junctions of P-type and N-type
materials (PN) are known as bipolar junction transistors.
Other more simple transistors can be fashioned with
only one junction of the PN semiconductor materials.
These are known as unijunction transistors (UJT). (Figure
1-50) The UJT contains one base semiconductor material
and a different type of emitter semiconductor material.
There is no collector material. One electrode is attached
to the emitter and two electrodes are attached to the base
material at opposite ends. These are known as base 1
(B1) and base 2 (B2). The electrode configuration makes
the UJT appear physically the same as a bipolar junction
transistor. However, there is only one PN junction in the
UJT and it behaves differently. The base material of a UJT
behaves like a resistor between the electrodes. With B2
positive with respect to B1, voltage gradually drops as it
flows through the base. (Figure 1-51)

B2
P-type Material
E

I Junction

N-type Material

As perviously stated, tiny transistors are at the heart of
all electronic devices. There are many different types of
transistors. All have semiconductor junctions arranged
in various fashions to product slightly different
operating characteristics.

B1

Figure 1-50. A unijunction transistor (UJT).

B2

+10V
+10V
+8V
+6V

E

+4V
+2V
+0V
B1

Figure 1-51. The voltage gradient in a UJT.
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By placing the emitter at a precise location along the base
material gradient, the amount of voltage needed to be
applied to the emitter electrode to forward bias the UJT
base-emitter junction is determined. When the applied
emitter voltage exceeds the voltage at the gradient point
where the emitter is attached, the junction is forward
biased and current flows freely from the B1 electrode
to the E electrode. Otherwise, the junction is reversed
biased and no significant current flows although there is
some leakage. By selecting a UJT with the correct bias
level for a particular circuit, the applied emitter voltage
can control current flow through the device.
UJTs transistors of a wide variety of designs and
characteristics exist. A description of all of them is
beyond the scope of this discussion. In general, UJTs
have some advantages over bipolar transistors. They
are stable in a wide range of temperatures. In some
circuits, use of UJTs can reduce the overall number of
components used, which saves money and potentially
increases reliability. They can be found in switching
circuits, oscillators, and wave shaping circuits. However,
four-layered semiconductor thyristors that function the
same as the UJT just described are less expensive and
most often used.

FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS (FET)
As shown in the triac and the UJT, creative arrangement
of semiconductor material types can yield devices with
a variety of characteristics. The field effect transistor
(FET) is another such device which is commonly used
in electronic circuits. Its N-type- and P-type material
configuration is shown in Figure 1-52. A FET contains
only one junction of the two types of semiconductor
Drain

Gate
P

Channel

N-type Silicon Bar
Diffused P-type Material
P
Drain
Gate
Source
Source

Figure 1-52. The basic structure of a field effect
transistor and its electronic symbol.
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material. It is located at the gate where it contacts the
main current carrying portion of the device. Because of
this, when an FET has a PN junction, it is known as a
junction field effect transistor (JFET). All FETs operate
by expanding and contracting the depletion area at the
junction of the semiconductor materials.
One of the materials in a FET or JFET is called the
channel. It is usually the substrate through which the
current needing to be controlled f lows from a source
terminal to a drain terminal. The other type of material
intrudes into the channel and acts as the gate. The
polarity and amount of voltage applied to the gate
can widen or narrow the channel due to expansion or
shrinking of the depletion area at the junction of the
semiconductors. This increases or decreases the amount
of current that can flow through the channel. Enough
reversed biased voltage can be applied to the gate to
prevent the flow of current through the channel. This
allows the FET to act as a switch. It can also be used as
a voltage controlled resistance.
FETs are easier to manufacture than bipolar transistors
and have the advantage of staying on once current
flow begins without continuous gate voltage applied.
They have higher impedance than bipolar transistors
and operate cooler. This makes their use ideal for
integrated circuits where millions of FETs may be in
use on the same chip. FETs come in N-channel and
P-channel varieties.

METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
(MOSFETS) AND COMPLEMENTARY
METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
(CMOS)
The basic FET has been modified in numerous ways
and continues to be at the center of faster and smaller
electronic component development. A version of the
FET widely used is the metal oxide semiconductor field
effect transistor (MOSFET). The MOSFET uses a
metal gate with a thin insulating material between the
gate and the semiconductor material. This essentially
creates a capacitor at the gate and eliminates current
leakage in this area.
As with FETs, MOSFETs come with N-channels or
P-channels. They can also be constructed as depletion
mode or enhancement mode devices. This is analogous
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Other more specialized FETs exist. Some of their unique
characteristics are owed to design alterations and others
to material variations. The transistor devices discussed
above use silicon-based semiconductors. But the use of
other semiconductor materials can yield variations in
performance. Metal semiconductor FETs (MESFETS)
for example, are often used in microwave applications.

They have a combined metal and semiconductor material
at the gate and are typically made from gallium arsenide
or indium phosphide. MESFETs are used for their
quickness when starting and stopping current f lows
especially in opposite directions. High electron mobility
transistors (HEMT) and pseudomorphic high electron
mobility transistors (PHEMT) are also constructed
from gallium arsenide semiconductor material and
are used for high frequency applications. Many have
poly-crystalline silicon gates rather than metal, but
the MOSFET name remains and the basic behavioral
characteristic are the same. (Figure 1-53)
Drain

N

Metal Contact
Gate

Source

P
Substrate

Body

N

Oxido Layer
Figure 1-53. A MOSFET has a metal gate and an oxide layer between
it and the semiconductor material to prevent current leakage.

LOGIC CIRCUITS
Transistors are used in digital electronics to construct
circuits that act as digital logic gates. The purpose and
task of a device is achieved by manipulating electric
signals through the logic gates. Thousands, and even
millions, of tiny transistors can be placed on a chip
to create the digital logic landscape through which a
component's signals are processed.

DIGITAL BUILDING BLOCKS
Digital logic is based on the binary number system. There
are two conditions than may exist, 1 or 0. In a digital
circuit, these are equivalent to voltage or no voltage.
Within the binary system, these two conditions are called
Logic 1 and Logic 0. Using just these two conditions,
gates can be constructed to manipulate information.
There are a handful of common logic gates that are used.
By combining any number of these tiny solid-state gates,
significant memorization, manipulation, and calculation
of information can be performed.
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NOT GATE
The NOT gate is the simplest of all gates. If the input
to the gate is Logic 1, then the output is NOT Logic 1.
This means that it is Logic 0, since there are only two
conditions in the binary world. In an electronic circuit, a
NOT gate would invert the input signal. In other words,
if there was voltage at the input to the gate, there would
be no output voltage. The gate can be constructed with
transistors and resistors to yield this electrical logic every
time. (The gate or circuit would also have to invert an
input of Logic 0 into an output of Logic 1.)
To understand logic gates, truth tables are often used. A
truth table gives all of the possibilities in binary terms
for each gate containing a characteristic logic function.
For example, a truth table for a NOT gate is illustrated
in Figure 1-54. Any input (A) is NOT present at the
output (B). This is simple, but it def ines this logic
situation. A tiny NOT gate circuit can be built using
1.27
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to a switch being normally open or normally closed.
Depletion mode MOSFETs have an open channel that
is restricted or closed when voltage is applied to the gate
(i.e., normally open). Enhancement mode MOSFETs
allow no current to f low at zero bias but create a
channel for current flow when voltage is applied to the
gate (normally closed). No voltage is used when the
MOSFETs are at zero bias. Millions of enhancement
mode MOSFETs are used in the construction of
integrated circuits. They are installed in complimentary
pairs such that when one is open, the other is closed.
This basic design is known as complementary MOSFET
(CMOS), which is the basis for integrated circuit design
in nearly all modern electronics. Through the use of
these transistors, digital logic gates can be formed and
digital circuitry is constructed.

A

B

A

B

1

0

0

1

VCC

R4

R2

The Not Gate

R1

Q3

Figure 1-54. A NOT logic gate symbol and a NOT gate truth table.

transistors that produce these results. In other words, a
circuit can be built such that if voltage arrives at the gate,
no voltage is output or vice-versa.

Q1

Input

When examining and discussing digital electronic
circuits, the electronic circuit design of a gate is usually
not presented. The symbol for the logic gate is most often
used. (Figure 1-54) The technician can then concentrate
on the configuration of the logic gates in relation to each
other. A brief discussion of the other logic gates, their
symbols, and truth tables follow.

BUFFER GATE
Another logic gate with only one input and one output
is the buffer. It is a gate with the same output as the
input. While this may seem redundant or useless, an
amplifier may be considered a buffer in a digital circuit
because if there is voltage present at the input, there is
an output voltage. If there is no voltage at the input,
there is no output voltage. When used as an amplifier,
the buffer can change the values of a signal. This is
often done to stabilize a weak or varying signal. All
gates are amplifiers subject to output fluctuations. The
buffer steadies the output of the upstream device while
maintaining its basic characteristic. Another application
of a buffer that is two NOT gates, is to use it to isolate a
portion of a circuit. (Figure 1-56)
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D2
Output

D1

When using transistors to build logic gates, the primary
concern is to operate them within the circuits so the
transistors are either OFF (not conducting) or fully ON
(saturated). In this manner, reliable logic functions can
be performed. The variable voltage and current situations
present during the active mode of the transistor are of
less importance.
Figure 1-55 illustrates an electronic circuit diagram
that performs the logic NOT gate function. Any input,
either a no voltage or voltage condition, yields the
opposite output. This gate is built with bipolar junction
transistors, resistors, and a few diodes. Other designs
exist that may have different components.

Q2

Q4
R3

Figure 1-55. An electronic circuit that reliably
performs the NOT logic function.
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Figure 1-56. A buffer or amplifier symbol and the truth table of
the buffer, which is actually two consecutive NOT gates.

Figure 1-56. A buffer or amplifier symbol and the truth
table of the buffer, which is actually two consecutive
NOT gates.

AND GATE
Most common logic gates have two inputs. Three or more
inputs are possible on some gates. When considering the
characteristics of any logic gate, an output of Logic
1 is sought and a condition for the inputs is stated or
examined. For example, Figure 1-57 illustrates an
AND gate. For an AND gate to have a Logic 1 output,
both inputs have to be Logic 1. In an actual electronic
circuit, this means that for a voltage to be present at the
Input
Input A
Output
Input B

The AND Gate

Output

A

B

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

Figure 1-57. An AND gate symbol and its truth table.
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The NAND gate and the NOR gate have a unique
distinction. Each one can be the only gate used in
circuitry to produce the same output as any of the other
logic gates. While it may be inefficient, it is testimonial
to the flexibility that designers have when working with
logic gates, the NAND and NOR gates in particular.

OR GATE

Another common logic gate is the EXCLUSIVE
OR gate. It is the same as an OR gate except for the
condition where both inputs are Logic 1. In an OR gate,
there would be Logic 1 output when both inputs are
Logic 1. This is not allowed in an EXCLUSIVE OR
gate. When either of the inputs is Logic 1, the output
is Logic 1. But, if both inputs are logic 1, the Logic 1
output is excluded or Logic 0. (Figure 1-61)

Another useful and common logic gate is the OR gate.
In an OR gate, to have an output of Logic 1 (voltage
present), one of the inputs must be Logic 1. As seen in
Figure 1-58, only one of the inputs needs to be Logic 1
for there to be an output of Logic 1. When both inputs
are Logic 1, the OR gate has a Logic 1 output because
it still meets the condition of one of the inputs being
Logic 1.

EXCLUSIVE OR GATE

NAND GATE
The AND, OR, and NOT gates are the basic logic
gates. A few other logic gates are also useful. They
can be derived from combining the AND, OR, and
NOT gates. The NAND gate is a combination of an
AND gate and a NOT gate. This means that AND
gate conditions must be met and then inverted. So, the
NAND gate is an AND gate followed by a NOT gate.
The truth table for a NAND gate is shown in Figure
1-59 along with its symbol. If a Logic 1 output is to exist
from a NAND gate, inputs A and B must not both be
Logic 1. Or, if a NAND gate has both inputs Logic 1,
the output is Logic 0. Stated in electronic terms, if there
is to be an output voltage, then the inputs cannot both
have voltage or, if both inputs have voltage, there is no
output voltage. NOTE: The values in the output column
of the NAND gate table are exactly the opposite of the
output values in the AND gate truth table.

NOR GATE
A NOR gate is similarly arranged except that it is an
inverted OR gate. If there is to be a Logic 1 output,
or output voltage, then neither input can be Logic 1 or
have input voltage. This is the same as satisfying the OR
gate conditions and then putting output through a NOT
gate. The NOR gate truth table in Figure 1-60 shows
that the NOR gate output values are exactly the opposite
of the OR gate output values.
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Figure 1-58. An OR gate symbol and its truth table.
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Figure 1-59. A NAND gate symbol and its truth table
illustrating that the NAND gate is an inverted AND gate.
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Figure 1-60. A NOR gate symbol and its truth table
illustrating that the NOR gate is an inverted OR gate.
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output, the AND gate circuit has to receive voltage at
both of its inputs. As pointed out, there are different
arrangements of electronic components that yield this
result. Whichever is used is summarized and presented
as the AND gate symbol. The truth table in Figure 1-57
illustrates that there is only one way to have an output of
Logic 1 or voltage when using an AND gate.
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Figure 1-61. An EXCLUSIVE OR gate symbol and its truth table, which is
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NEGATIVE LOGIC GATES

Input B

Output

There are also negative logic gates. The negative OR and
the negative AND gates are gates wherein the inputs are
inverted rather than inverting the output. This creates a
unique set of outputs as seen in the truth tables in Figure
1-62. The negative OR gate is not the same as the NOR
gate as is sometimes misunderstood. Neither is the negative
AND gate the same as the NAND gate. However, as the
truth tables reveal, the output of a negative AND gate is
the same as a NOR gate, and the output of a negative OR
gate is the same as a NAND gate. (Figure 1-62)
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Figure 1-62. The NEGATIVE AND gate symbol and its truth
table (A) and the NEGATIVE OR gate symbol and truth table
(B). The inputs are inverted in the NEGATIVE gates.

The NEGATIVE AND gate symbol and its truth table
(A) and the NEGATIVE OR gate symbol and truth
table (B). The inputs are inverted in NEGATIVE gates.

DIGITAL CIRCUITS
Electronic circuits use transistors to construct logic
gates that produce outputs related to the inputs shown
in the truth tables for each kind of gate. The gates are
then assembled with other components to manipulate
data in digital circuits. The electronic digital signals
used are voltage or no-voltage representations of Logic
1 or Logic 0 conditions. By using a series of voltage
and/or no-voltage outputs, a logic circuit manipulates,
computes, and stores data. It is worth noting again that
an advantage of digital components and circuits is that
voltage and current f low does not need to be exact.
Positive voltage between 2.6 and 5.0 volts at the input
of a gate is considered an input signal of Logic 1. Any
voltage less that 2.5 volts at the gate input is considered
no voltage or an input of Logic 0.
Two major kinds of logic circuits are the TTL (transistortransistor logic) and CMOS (complimentary metal
oxide semiconductor). TTL logic circuit elements are
primarily bipolar semiconductor components connected
together to produce a consistent output. This output
may be combined with the output of other TTL logic
elements and logic circuits to perform a task.
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TTL circuits operate with +5-volts power source. It uses
positive logic, meaning Logic 1 occurs with +5 volts and
Logic 0 is ground or 0 volts. There are different types of
TTL circuits that have different power requirements.
CMOS logic circuits are constructed with metal oxide
semiconductor transistors rather than the bipolar
junction transistors used in T TL . CMOS logic
circuits use less power because the construction of the
logic gates and, therefore, the digital circuits that are
comprised of CMOS components use fewer elements.
CMOS transistor output is triggered by lower voltage
and does not rely on current f low through the baseemitter junction. The same digital logic results as TTL
circuits is accomplished but CMOS logic circuits are less
susceptible to electrical interference and operate with a
wider range of voltages (Logic 1 between +3 and +18
volts). CMOS technology is predominant in modern
integrated circuits.
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Figure 1-63. Integrated circuits.

Integrated circuits (IC's) are nothing more than many
complete digital electronic circuits constructed in the
same basic location. The location is known as a chip
or processor, microchip or microprocessor. TTL or
CMOS circuits are miniaturized and manufactured
on tiny, thin, silicon semiconductor wafers. Assemblies
with billions of transistors can fit on a chip the size of
a fingernail. (Figure 1-63) With so many transistors
and logic gates, a yes/no system of computing virtually
any task is developed. Integrated circuits are used in
nearly every modern computing and electronic device,
including the many electronic devices found on aircraft.
The microscopic circuits are constructed directly on the
silicon chip during manufacture and cannot be removed
or separated.

DUAL IN-LINE PACKAGE STANDARD
(DIP)
To facilitate the use of integrated circuits and other
electronic components, standards have been developed.
The dual in-line package standard (DIP) is one
such standard that allows the installation of micro
components onto printed circuit boards. It basically calls
for two rows of connecting terminals, equally spaced
along each edge of the IC housing as shown in Figure
1-64. The dimensions of the terminals are standardized
as is their use (i.e. power, ground, output, etc). They
come in a variety of sizes with various numbers of
terminals. Inside a DIP element there can be transistor
circuits, logic circuits and even complete integrated
circuits and microprocessors as shown in the illustration.

A microprocessor contains one (or more) integrated circuit
microchips at the core of the processing unit. It responds
to input in accordance with instructions contained in its
own memory. The chips are programmable to accomplish
different tasks with little change to the actual processor
other than the instructions. At the physical limitations
of placing integrated circuits on a single chip, electronic
developers have created microprocessors that combine
the use of more than one chip in the architecture. These
enable 64 bit (and more) processing with extremely fast
processing times due to the proximity of the integrated
circuits to each on the tiny chip assemblies.
Figure 1-64. A DIP element containing a microprocessor and
connection terminals for installation on a printed circuit board.
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LINEAR CIRCUITS/OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
A linear circuit is one in which the output is directly
proportional to the input. If graphed, the performance
of the circuit would be drawn as a straight line. An
electronic circuit made up of linear components that
maintain their values regardless of the level of voltage
or current in the circuit is linear. Circuits composed
exclusively of ideal resistors, capacitors, inductors,
transformers and other linear circuit elements are linear.
Linear circuits are easy to analyze mathematically.
The sum of the inputs to a linear circuit is equal to the
output. Linear circuits are used in small signal amplifiers,
differentiators, and integrators. Diodes and transistors
are non-linear. However, nonlinear components are often
used to assemble circuits that are approximately linear.

1.32

An operational amplifier is an electronic high-gain
differential voltage amplif ier. The output can be
hundreds of thousands times greater than the difference
between the voltage of its inputs. The output is also
linear with the difference between the input potential.
Op-amps are integrated circuits usually constructed as a
DIP for easy integration into a wide variety of electronic
circuits. They are used in a wide variety of electronic
circuits including signal processing circuits, control
circuits and instrumentation. Operational amplifiers can
also be used to drive small motors.
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QUESTIONS
Question: 1-1

Question: 1-5

Question: 1-2

Question: 1-6

Question: 1-3

Question: 1-7

Question: 1-4

Question: 1-8

What is done to an element to make it a semiconductor
material?

Which of the following are commonly used as rectifiers
in electrical circuits?
1. anodes.
2. reference to a parallel circuit.
3. diodes.
		 A. 3, 1
		 B. 3, 2
		 C. 3

When a PN junction is forward biased, the depletion
zone __________________.

The voltage applied to a reversed biased diode that
causes the diode to breakdown and allow current to
flow is known as __________________.
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A typical application for zener diodes is as:
A. full-wave rectifiers.
B. half-wave rectifiers.
C. voltage regulators.

A rectifier diode is used in applications that require
__________________ current.

Name three dangers of diodes.

A diode offers __________________ to current flow
which causes a __________________ drop.

1.33

ANSWERS
Answer: 1-1

Answer: 1-5

Answer: 1-2

Answer: 1-6

Answer: 1-3

Answer: 1-7

Answer: 1-4

Answer: 1-8

The lattice of pure element is doped with elements that
contain 3 or 5 valence electrons.

C.

narrows.

avalanche voltage.

1.34

C.

high.

Heat, over-voltage, over-current.

resistance.
voltage.
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QUESTIONS
Question: 1-9

Question: 1-11

Question: 1-10

Question: 1-12

A silicon controlled rectifier (SRC's) use a
__________________ to control when current flows
through the device.

UJT's and FET's are types of __________________.
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Complementary MOSFET (CMOS) devices are used
to make __________________ to build digital logic
gates.

Which of the following logic gates will provide an
active high output only when all inputs are different?
A. AND
B. NOR
C. Exclusive Or

1.35

ANSWERS
Answer: 1-9

Answer: 1-11

Answer: 1-10

Answer: 1-12

gate.

transistors.

1.36

transistors.

C.
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Sub-Module 02

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Knowledge Requirements

4.2 - Printed Circuit Boards

Description and use of printed circuit boards.

1

Level 1
A familiarization with the principal elements of the subject.
Objectives:
(a) The applicant should be familiar with the basic elements of the
subject.
(b) The applicant should be able to give a simple description of the
whole subject, using common words and examples.
(c) The applicant should be able to use typical terms.
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2.1

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

PART-66 SYLLABUS LEVELS
B1
CERTIFICATION CATEGORY ¦

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
An electric circuit is typically comprised of various
components connected by wire. In many cases, the
circuit performs a function that doesn't require the
circuit or components to be large. The development of
solid state devices and the use of transistors has enabled
many required electric functions on an aircraft to be
carried out with small electronic circuits saving both
space and weight. These circuits are often created on
printed circuit boards (PCB's). PCB's are building
blocks of nearly all electronic devices from the simple
mouse used with a personal computer to the computer
itself. Very complex avionics radio and navigation
equipment are also constructed with printed circuit
board technology.
A printed circuit board is constructed from a thin sheet
of non-conductive material often just 1/16-inch (1.5 mm)
thick. It can be sized as needed to contain the required
circuit(s) and components or to fit the housing designed
to contain the board. Two common materials used to
make PCB's are resin impregnated paper and epoxy
resin impregnated fiber glass cloth. Typically, copper
foil is bonded to the surface of the board in a heat press
operation. Then, the copper is etched away leaving only
the conductive pathways of the circuits. Early PCB's
commonly had holes drilled at the connection points
of the components. The conductive paths called traces

were created with the copper foil on one side of the
board and components were located on the opposite
side. Component leads were passed through the holes to
be soldered to the traces on the other side. (Figure 2-1)
Modern PCB's surface mount the components on the
same side as the copper traces.
Circuit boards can be single-sided as described but are
often double-sided or multi-layered with copper circuit
traces and components on both sides. Surface mounted
components then allow more components and circuits
on the same PCB since they are attached on both sides
of the board. Multilayer PCB's also are used where
several layers of boards are stacked. These can be joined
electrically by what looks like a hollow rivet called
a via. Vias resemble the early holes used to attached
components but are actually conductive paths between
layers of PCB.
The circuit(s) to be placed on the board are typically
designed with computer software and transferred to
the bonded copper surface by various techniques. The
unnecessary copper material is etched away leaving only
the circuit traces. Very complex circuits are possible
with attachment of all types of electronic devices
including resistors, transistors, integrated circuits and
microprocessors. (Figure 2-2)

Figure 2-1. A single layer printed circuit board with traces and solder connections on one side and the soldered components on the other side.
2.2
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Figure 2-2. A multilayer printed circuit board with LED's, Microprocessors and various other components and traces mounted on both sides of the board.

The soldering process required for attaching components
to printed circuit boards requires special equipment
with precise heat control and is not performed in the
field. Removable PCB's, called cards, allow replacement
of defective units or repair in an equipped shop by
knowledgeable technicians. (Figure 2-3)

Often, the boards with components attached are coated
with a protective substance that must be removed before
repairs can be made.

Figure 2-3. Repair of a printed circuit board or card.
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2.3

2.4
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QUESTIONS
Question: 2-1

The board of a printed circuit board is made of
__________________ material.
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Question: 2-2

A conductive path on a printed circuit board is called a
__________________.

2.5

ANSWERS
Answer: 2-1

non-conductive.

2.6

Answer: 2-2
trace.
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Sub-Module 03

SERVOMECHANISMS
Knowledge Requirements

4.3 - Servomechanisms

(a) Understanding of the following terms: Open and closed loop systems, feedback,
follow up, analogue transducers;
Principles of operation and use of the following synchro system components/features: resolvers,
differential, control and torque, transformers, inductance and capacitance transmitters.

1

(b) Understanding of the following terms: Open and closed loop, follow up, servomechanism, analogue,
transducer, null, damping, feedback, deadband;
Construction operation and use of the following synchro system components: resolvers, differential,
control and torque, E and I transformers, inductance transmitters, capacitance transmitters,
synchronous transmitters;
Servomechanism defects, reversal of synchro leads, hunting.

-

Level 1
A familiarization with the principal elements of the subject.
Objectives:
(a) The applicant should be familiar with the basic elements of the
subject.
(b) The applicant should be able to give a simple description of the
whole subject, using common words and examples.
(c) The applicant should be able to use typical terms.
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3.1

SERVOMECHANISMS

PART-66 SYLLABUS LEVELS
B1
CERTIFICATION CATEGORY ¦

SERVOMECHANISM
A servomechanism is an electric control system for
an automatic powered mechanism that produces
motion or force using a low energy input signal. The
amplified system typically drives an electric or hydraulic
motor however the motion can be rotary or linear
depending on the mechanical transmission of the
force. Servomechanisms are integral in automatic flight
control systems (autopilots). They are also used in auto
throttle systems, radar scanner systems and more. The
discussion that follow focuses on autopilot systems but
the principles are the same for any servomechanism

(A) Primary Coil

OPEN AND CLOSED SYSTEMS
An open loop system is one in which the controls are
set to the desired setting. The signal produced in the
controller is amplified to operate a motor which moves
the controlled unit, in this case the flight controls, to
the selected setting. If there is something that prevents
the unit from actually reaching the desired setting, the
control system does not know this. The system is said
to be open because of this lack of feedback as to the
results of the setting. Bearing friction, wind resistance
and other factors may cause a flight control setting on
the controller to not actually be achieved. Open systems
are not used on advanced aircraft autopilot or automatic
flight control systems.
A closed servomechanism system is one in which there is
feedback, or follow-up, from the controlled unit. This is
done in the form of an electric or electronic signal. The
actual position of the unit is fed back as an input to the
controller so that adjustments can be made to achieve
or maintain the original selected settings. The followup information on the position of a controlled device is
often accomplished with an analog transducer.
A transducer is an electric device which converts the
differing position of the physical flight control surface in
to a variable electric output signal that can be processed
by the controller. It is basically a transformer with two
secondary induction coils and a moving core that is
attached to the controlled unit. As the unit moves, the
core moves, which changes the value of the voltage
induced in the two secondary coils. The differential of
the output voltages of the coils is the feedback signal
sent to the controller. (Figure 3-1)

3.2

Movable Coil
(B) Secondary Coil
Figure 3-1. Cutaway view of a Linear Variable Differential Transducer
(LVDT). Current is driven through the primary coil at A, causing an
induction current to be generated through the secondary coils at B.

Both linear (LVDT) and rotary differential transducers
(RVDT's) are used. Since there is only an inductive
connection between the primary and secondary coils,
the transducers are very stable linear devices that
operate accurately and reliably for long periods of
time. The core, which is mechanically linked to the
flight control, or other unit whose movement is being
controlled, is the only moving part. Another type of
position monitoring system that incorporates feedback
is known as a synchro system.

SYNCHRO SYSTEMS
A sy nchro system is an electric system used for
transmitting information from one point to another.
The word “synchro” is a shortened form of the word
“synchronous” and refers to any one of a number of
similarly operating two-unit electrical systems capable
of measuring, transmitting, and indicating a certain
parameter on the aircraft. Most analog positionindicating instruments are designed around a synchro
system, such as a flap position indicator. Fluid pressure
indicators may also use synchro systems. Synchro
systems are used as remote position indicators for
landing gear, autopilot systems, radar, and many other
remote-indicating applications.
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On position indicating systems, the shaft to which the
contact arm is fastened protrudes through the end of
transmitter housing and is attached to the unit whose
position is to be transmitted (e.g., flaps, landing gear).
The transmitter is often connected to the moving unit
through a mechanical linkage. As the unit moves, it
causes the transmitter shaft to turn. The arm is turned
so that voltage is applied through the brushes to any
two points around the circumference of the resistance
winding. The rotor shaft of DC selsyn systems,
measuring other kinds of data, operates the same way,
but may not protrude outside of the housing. The sensing
device, which imparts rotary motion to the shaft, could
be located inside the transmitter housing.
Referring to Figure 3-2 note that the resistance winding
of the transmitter is tapped off in three fixed places,
usually 120° apart. These taps distribute current through
the toroidal windings of the indicator motor. When
current flows through these windings, a magnetic field
is created. Like all magnetic fields, a definite north and
south direction to the field exists. As the transmitter
rotor shaft is turned, the voltage-supplying contact arm
moves. Because it contacts the transmitter resistance
winding in different positions, the resistance between the
supply arm and the various tapoffs changes. This causes
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals
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Figure 3-2. A schematic of a DC selsyn synchro remote indicating system.

the voltage flowing through the tapoffs to change as the
resistance of sections of the winding become longer or
shorter. The result is that varied current is sent via the
tapoffs to the three windings in the indicator motor.
The resultant magnetic field created by current flowing
through the indicator coils changes as each receives
varied current from the transmitter tapoffs. The
direction of the magnetic field also changes. Thus, the
direction of the magnetic field across the indicating
element corresponds in position to the moving arm in
the transmitter. A permanent magnet is attached to the
centered rotor shaft in the indicator, as is the indicator
pointer. The magnet aligns itself with the direction
of the magnetic f ield and the pointer does as well.
Whenever the magnetic field changes direction, the
permanent magnet and pointer realign with the new
position of the field. Thus, the position of the aircraft
device is indicated.
Landing gear contain mechanical devices that lock the
gear up, called an up-lock, or down, called a downlock. When the DC selsyn system is used to indicate
the position of the landing gear, the indicator can also
show that the up-lock or down-lock is engaged. This is
done by again varying the current flowing through the
indicator's coils. Switches located on the actual locking
devices close when the locks engage. Current from
the selsyn system described above f lows through the
switch and a small additional circuit. The circuit adds
an additional resistor to one of the transmitter winding
sections created by the rotor arm and a tapoff. This
changes the total resistance of that section. The result
is a change in the current flowing through one of the
indicator's motor coils.
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On aircraft with direct current (DC) electrical systems,
the DC selsyn system is widely used. The DC selsyn
system consists of a transmitter, an indicator, and
connecting wires. The transmitter consists of a circular
resistance winding and a rotatable contact arm. The
rotatable contact arm turns on a shaft in the center of the
resistance winding. The two ends of the arm are brushes
and always touch the winding on opposite sides.
(Figure 3-2)

Resistance
Winding
A

N

DC SELSYN SYSTEMS

N

S

Common types of synchro systems include the autosyn,
selsyn, and magnesyn synchro systems. These systems
are similar in construction, and all operate by exploiting
the consistent relationship between electricity and
magnetism. The fact that electricity can be used to create
magnetic fields that have definite direction, and that
magnetic fields can interact with magnets and other
electromagnetic fields, is the basis of their operation. A
description of a DC synchro system provides the basic
concept of how a synchro system works. AC systems are
more refined and common on transport category aircraft.

+

−

Rotatable Contact

Resistor

Resistor with taps
equally spaced.
Lock
Switches
Transmitter

Indicating Element

Figure 3-3. A lock switch circuit can be added to the basic DC selsyn synchro system when used to indicate
landing gear position and up- and down-locked conditions on the same indicator.

This, in turn, changes the magnetic field around that
coil. Therefore, the combined magnetic field created
by all three motor coils is also affected, causing a
shift in the direction of the indicator's magnetic field.
The permanent magnet and pointer align with the
new direction and shift to the locked position on the
indicator dial. Figure 3-3 shows a simplified diagram
of a lock switch in a three-wire selsyn system and an
indicator dial.

AC SYNCHRO SYSTEMS
Aircraft with alternating current (AC) electrical power
systems make use of autosyn or magnasysn synchro
remote indicating systems. Both operate in a similar way
to the DC selsyn system, except that AC power is used.
Thus, they make use of electric induction, rather than
resistance current flows defined by the rotor brushes.
Magnasyn systems use permanent magnet rotors such
a those found in the DC selsyn system. Usually, the
transmitter magnet is larger than the indicator magnet,
but the electromagnetic response of the indicator rotor
magnet and pointer remains the same. It aligns with
the magnetic field set up by the coils, adopting the same
angle of def lection as the transmitter rotor. (Figure
3-4) Again, the f light control surface or other unit
whose position is being monitored is attached to the
transmitter rotor.

3.4

C

D
N
1/

26 volts
400 Hz
Power
Supply

Permanent
Magnet
1/3

S
A

Up

Soft Iron
Core

1/3

B

Toroidal Winding

Transmitting Magnesyn

D

C

N

Down

S
A

B

Indicating Magnesyn

Figure 3-4. A magnasysn synchro remote-indicating system uses
AC. It has permanent magnet rotors in the transmitter and indictor.

Autosyn systems are further distinguished by the fact
that the transmitter and indicator rotors used are electromagnets rather than permanent magnets. Nonetheless,
like a permanent magnet, an electro-magnet aligns with
the direction of the magnetic field created by current
flowing through the stator coils in the indicator. Thus,
the indicator pointer position mirrors the transmitter
rotor position. (Figure 3-5)
AC synchro systems are wired differently than DC
systems. The var ying current f lows through the
transmitter and indicator stator coils are induced as the
AC cycles through zero and the rotor magnetic field
f lux is allowed to f low. The important characteristic
of all synchro systems is maintained by both the
autosyn and magnasyn systems. That is, the position
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Figure 3-5. An autosyn remote-indicating system utilizes
the interaction between magnetic fields set up by electric
current flow to position the indicator pointer.

of the transmitter rotor is mirrored by the rotor in the
indicator. These systems are used in many of the same
applications as the DC systems and more. Since they are
usually part of instrumentation for high performance
aircraft, adaptations of autosyn and magnasyn synchro
systems are frequently used in directional indicators and
in autopilot systems.
Modern AC synchro systems include variants of the
AC synchros described. A torque synchro system was
alluded to above. The transmitter synchro sets up the
electromagnetic field in the receiver synchro and the
electromagnetic rotor of the receiver, responding to the
field, has enough torque to move the indicator pointer
or some other small-torque device. In a control synchro,
the receiver is known as the control transformer. It
amplifies the signals from the transmitter which then
turn a motor to position an indicator, or more typically,
a larger device or heavier load. The signal produced in
a control synchro is known as an error signal. This is
because the voltage represents the amount and direction
that the synchro rotors are out of correspondence. It
is this error signal that is used to ultimately move the
load once the signal has been amplified. Figure 3-6
illustrates the basic setup of a control synchro system.
A differential synchro system includes the transmitter
and receiver but also includes a differential synchro
between the two. The basic concept is that the differential
synchro accepts position input from two synchros and
creates an output that is the differences between the two
input synchros. This can be either the sum or difference
between the inputs.

A resolver is a type of synchro system. Unlike those
described, the stator windings on a resolver are at 90
degree angles to each other instead of 120 degrees. The 90
degree spacing provides Sine and Cosine stator outputs
that represent the angular displacement of the rotor
attached to the device being sensed. Signals from resolvers
are typically input into analog to digital converters.
Figure 3-7 is a simplified diagram of a resolver.

INDUCTANCE TRANSMITTERS
There are other methods of transmitting condition
information on aircraft. An inductance transmitter is
used in older instruments, acceleration sensors and air
data computers. It uses inductance windings similar
to a synchro but the shape and spatial location of the
laminated core is that of a capital letter “E”. The center
limb of the E is fed primary voltage and the upper and
lower limbs contain secondary windings. An I-shaped
bar of conductive material pivots in synch with the
position of the element being sensed. It is located at the
open end of the E. As the bar pivot, the space between
the upper and lower limbs of the E changes. The voltage
induced in the secondary coils on these limbs also
changes due to the bar's influence on the electromagnetic
field. The varied output of the secondary windings is
interpreted as the sensor position.
Rotor Shaft
Angle (0)
RH
Rotor (Ref)

0

S2
Stator
(K Ref Cos 0)

RL

S4
Simplified Syncho
Resolver Circuit

S3
Stator
(K Ref Sin 0)
S1

Figure 3-7. A simplified synchro resolver circuit.
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Figure 3-6. A positioning servo system using a control synchro system.

Figure 3-8 shows the inductance transmitter set up with
the pivoting sensor/bar in three different positions.

CAPACITANCE TRANSMITTERS
A capacitance transmitter is another type of device used
on aircraft to transmit condition. It is found most often
in transport category aircraft fuel quantity systems.
Since a capacitor is a device that stores electricity, the
amount it can store depends on three factors: the area
E Bar

of its plates, the distance between the plates, and the
dielectric constant of the material separating the plates.
A fuel tank unit contains two concentric plates that are
a fixed distance apart. Therefore, the capacitance of a
unit can change if the dielectric constant of the material
separating the plates varies. The units are open at the top
and bottom so they can assume the same level of fuel
as is in the tanks. Therefore, the material between the
plates is either fuel (if the tank is full), air (if the tank

I Bar

B
OUTPUT

Pivot

C

Output

Graph of induced current
in B & C and output.

(A) I Bar - Neutral Position.

Increased Flux Density
B
OUTPUT

Pivot

C

Output

Decreased Flux Density

Graph of induced current
in B & C and output.

(B) I Bar - Position 1.

Decreased Flux Density
B
OUTPUT

Pivot

C

Output

Increased Flux Density

Graph of induced current
in B & C and output.

(C) I Bar - Position 2.
Figure 3-8. Configuration of an inductance transmitter.
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is empty), or some ratio of fuel and air depending on
how much fuel remains in the tank. Figure 3-9 shows a
simplified illustration of this construction.

SERVOMECHANISMS

The voltage stored in a reference capacitor completely
submerged in fuel is compared to the transmitter
capacitor or group of capacitors wired in parallel. The
basic bridge circuit for this is shown in Figure 3-10. The
difference is a signal which is translated for display on
the flight deck.

Fuel Tank Probe

Inner Plate

Fuel
115 V
400 Hz AC

Indicator

Outer Plate

Reference Capacitor

Figure 3-9. The capacitance of tank probes varies in a capacitance-

Figure 3-10. A simplified capacitance bridge for a fuel quantity system.

type fuel tank indicator system as the space between the
inner and outer plates is filled with varying quantities of fuel
and air depending on the amount of fuel in the tank.
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QUESTIONS
Question: 3-1

True or False? An open loop system uses feedback to
ensure that controlled mechanisms have been moved to
the proper position.

Question: 3-3

What three factors affect the amount of electricity that
a capacitor can store?

Question: 3-2

Which describes the basic operation of a synchro
system for remote position indication?
A. A transmitter sends varying voltages to an indicator
motor which moves a pointer.
B. Resistances are compared in the transmitter and
the result is sent to the indicator motor to position a
pointer.
C. A magnetic field in the transmitter is mirrored in
the indicator where a magnetic rotor aligns with
the magnetic field.
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ANSWERS
Answer: 3-1

False. Closed loop systems have feedback, open loop
systems do not.

Answer: 3-3

Area of the plates.
Distance between the plates.
Dielectric constant of the material between the plates.

Answer: 3-2
C.

3.10
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PART-66 SYLLABUS LEVELS
B1
CERTIFICATION CATEGORY ¦

RADIO COMMUNICATION
ELT AND ADS-B

Addendum 01
Radio Communication - ELT and ADS-B
Knowledge Requirements

4.4 - Radio Communication - ELT and ADS-B

Radio communication - radio waves, types of radio waves, loading information onto a radio wave, amplitude
modulation (AM), frequency modulation (FM), single side band (SSB);
Radio transmitters and receivers, transmitters, receivers, transceivers, antennas, length, polarization,
directivity, and field pattern, types, dipole antenna, marconi antenna, loop antenna, transmission lines;
Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B);
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT).

-

Note: The contents of this Sub-Module are not specified as EASA knowledge requirements
and may not appear on an EASA examination for certification. However, the authors include
this sub-module because of the fundamental nature of its content and its association with
higher level electronics concepts developed later in the EASA module series.
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4.1

RADIO COMMUNICATION
Much of aviation communication and navigation is accomplished through the use of radio waves. Communication by
radio was the first use of radio frequency transmissions in aviation.

RADIO WAVES
Electromagnetic Spectrum
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Figure 4-1. Radio waves are just some of the electromagnetic waves found in space.

A radio wave is invisible to the human eye. It is
electromagnetic in nature and part of the electronic
spectrum of wave activity that includes gamma rays,
x-rays, ultraviolet rays, infrared waves, and visible light
rays, as well all radio waves. (Figure 4-1)
The atmosphere is filled with these waves. Each wave
occurs at a specific frequency and has a corresponding
wavelength. The relationship between frequency and
wavelength is inversely proportional. A high frequency
wave has a short wave length and a low frequency wave
has a long wave length. In aviation, a variety of radio
waves are used for communication. Figure 4-2 illustrates
the radio spectrum that includes the range of common
aviation radio frequencies and their applications.
NOTE: A wide range of frequencies are used from
low frequency (LF) at 100 kHz (100 000 cycles per
second) to super high frequency (SHF) at nearly 10gHz
(10 000 000 000 cycles per second). The Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) controls the
assignment of frequency usage. AC power of a particular
frequency has a characteristic length of conductor that is
resonant at that frequency. This length is the wavelength
of the frequency that can be seen on an oscilloscope.
Fractions of the wavelength also resonate, especially half
of a wavelength, which is the same as half of the AC sign
wave or cycle.

The frequency of an AC signal is the number of times
the AC cycles every second. AC applied to the center of a
radio antenna, a conductor half the wavelength of the AC
frequency, travels the length of the antenna, collapses,
Radio Frequencies

Aviation Uses

300 GHz
Extremely high
Frequency (EHF)
30 GHz
Super high
Frequency (SHF)
3 GHz
Ultra high
Frequency (UHF)
300 MHz
Very high
Frequency (VHF)
30 MHz
High frequency
(HF)
3 MHz
Medium
Frequency (MF)
300 KHz
Very low
Frequency (LF)
30 KHz

Weather Radar 9.375 GHz
Doppler NAV 8.8 GHz
Radar Sltimeter 4.3 GHz
GPS 1.6 GHz
Transponder 1030 & 1090 MHz
DME 960 - 1215 MHz
Glideslope 328 - 336 MHz
VHF Comm 118 - 137 MHz
VHF NAV (VOR) 108 - 118 MHz
FM Broadcast 88 - 108 MHz
Marker Beacons 75 MHz
HF Comm 2 - 30 MHz

AM Broadcast 550 - 1800 KHz
NDBs 190 - 535 KHz
ADF 200 - 1600 KHz
Loran C 100 KHz

Very low
Frequency
3 KHz

Figure 4-2. There is a wide range of radio frequencies. Aviation
does not use very low frequencies or extremely high frequencies.
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and travels the length of the antenna in the opposite
direction. The number of times it does this every second
is known as the radio wave signal frequency or radio
frequency as shown in Figure 4-2. As the current flows

through the antenna, corresponding electromagnetic
and electric fields build, collapse, build in the opposite
direction, and collapse again. (Figure 4-3)

To transmit radio waves, an AC generator is placed at the
midpoint of an antenna.

Antenna
Generator
Magnetic Field

Electric Field

Electric Field
Magnetic
Field

As AC current builds and collapses in the antenna, a magnetic
field also builds and collapses around it.
RADIO COMMUNICATION
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I

An electric field also builds and subsides as the voltage shifts
from one end of the antenna to the other.

Both fields, the magnetic and the electric, fluctuate around the
antenna at the same time.

I

2

Voltage

The antenna is ½ the wavelength of the AC signal received
from the generator.

At any one point along the antenna, voltage and current
vary inversely to each other.

Current

Figure 4-3. Radio waves are produced by applying an AC signal to an antenna. This creates a magnetic and electric field
around the antenna. They build and collapse as the AC cycles. The speed at which the AC cycles does not allow the fields to
completely collapse before the next fields build, collapsing fields are then forced out into space as radio waves.
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To transmit radio waves, an AC generator is placed at
the midpoint of an antenna. As AC current builds and
collapses in the antenna, a magnetic field also builds
and collapses around it. An electric field also builds
and subsides as the voltage shifts from one end of the
antenna to the other. Both fields, the magnetic and the
electric, fluctuate around the antenna at the same time.
The antenna is half the wavelength of the AC signal
received from the generator. At any one point along the
antenna, voltage and current vary inversely to each other.
Because of the speed of the AC, the electromagnetic
fields and electric fields created around the antenna do
not have time to completely collapse as the AC cycles.
Each new current f low creates new fields around the
antenna that force the not totally collapsed fields from
the previous AC cycle out into space. These are the radio
waves. The process is continuous as long as AC is applied
to the antenna. Thus, steady radio waves of a frequency
determined by the input AC frequency propagate out
into space.
Radio waves are directional and propagate out into
space at 186 000 miles per second. The distance they
travel depends on the frequency and the amplification
of the signal AC sent to the antenna. The electric field
component and the electromagnetic field component are
oriented at 90° to each other, and at 90° to the direction
that the wave is traveling. (Figure 4-4)

TYPES OF RADIO WAVES
Radio waves of different frequencies have unique
characteristics as they propagate through the atmosphere.
Very low frequency (VLF), LF, and medium frequency
(MF) waves have relatively long wavelengths and utilize

Magnetic Field

correspondingly long antennas. Radio waves produced
at these frequencies ranging from 3kHz to 3mHz are
known as ground waves or surface waves. This is because
they follow the curvature of the earth as they travel
from the broadcast antenna to the receiving antenna.
Ground waves are particularly useful for long distance
transmissions. Automatic direction f inders (ADF)
and LORAN navigational aids use these frequencies.
(Figure 4-5)
High frequency (HF) radio waves travel in a straight
line and do not curve to follow the earth's surface. This
would limit transmissions from the broadcast antenna
to receiving antennas only in the line-of-sight of the
broadcast antenna except for a unique characteristic.
HF radio waves bounce off of the ionosphere layer of
the atmosphere. This refraction extends the range of HF
signals beyond line-of-sight. As a result, transoceanic
aircraft often use HF radios for voice communication.
The frequency range is between 2 to 25 MHz. These
kinds of radio waves are known as sky waves.
(Figure 4-5)
Above HF transmissions, radio waves are known as space
waves. They are only capable of line-of-sight transmission
and do not refract off of the ionosphere. (Figure 4-5)
Most aviation communication and navigational aids
operate with space waves. This includes VHF (30300MHz), UHF (300MHz-3GHz), and super high
frequency (SHF) (3GHz- 30GHz) radio waves.
V H F c om mu n ic at ion r a d io s a r e t h e p r i m a r y
communication radios used in aviation. They operate in
the frequency range from 118.0 MHz to 136.975MHz.
Seven hundred and twenty separate and distinct channels

Direc
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Electric Field

Figure 4-4. The electric field and the magnetic field of a radio wave are perpendicular to each other and to the direction of propagation of the wave.
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Figure 4-5. Radio waves behave differently in the atmosphere depending in their frequency.

have been designated in this range with 25 kilohertz
spacing between each channel. Further division of the
bandwidth is possible, such as in Europe where 8.33
kilohertz separate each VHF communication channel.
VHF radios are used for communications between
aircraft and air traffic control (ATC), as well as air-toair communication between aircraft. When using VHF,
each party transmits and receives on the same channel.
Only one party can transmit at any one time.

LOADING INFORMATION ONTO A
RADIO WAVE
The production and broadcast of radio waves does not
convey any significant information. The basic radio wave
discussed above is known as a carrier wave. To transmit
and receive useful information, this wave is altered or
modulated by an information signal. The information
signal contains the unique voice or data information
desired to be conveyed. The modulated carrier wave
then carries the information from the transmitting radio
to the receiving radio via their respective antennas.
Two common methods of modulating carrier waves are
amplitude modulation and frequency modulation.

AMPLITUDE MODULATION (AM)
A radio wave can be altered to carry useful information
by modulating the amplitude of the wave. A DC signal,
for example from a microphone, is amplified and then
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

superimposed over the AC carrier wave signal. As
the varying DC information signal is amplified, the
amplifier output current varies proportionally. The
oscillator that creates the carrier wave does so with
this varying current. The oscillator frequency output is
consistent because it is built into the oscillator circuit.
But the amplitude of the oscillator output varies in
relation to the fluctuating current input. (Figure 4-6)
When the modulated carrier wave strikes the receiving
antenna, voltage is generated that is the same as that
which was applied to the transmitter antenna. However,
the signal is weaker. It is amplified so that it can be
demodulated.
Demodulation is the process of removing the original
information signal from the carrier wave. Electronic
circuits containing capacitors, inductors, diodes,
filters, etc., remove all but the desired information
signal identical to the original input signal. Then, the
information signal is typically amplified again to drive
speakers or other output devices. (Figure 4-7)
AM has limited fidelity. Atmospheric noises or static
alter the amplitude of a carrier wave making it difficult
to separate the intended amplitude modulation caused
by the information signal and that which is caused by
static. It is used in aircraft VHF communication radios.
4.5
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A. 121.5 mhz Carrier

+

0

−
A. Amplitude Modulated Carrier In Receiver

0
+
−
B. Varying DC Audio Information

0
B. Detected Modulated Carrier

+

+

0

0

−

C. Demodulated Signal

C. Amplitude Modulated Carrier Leaving Transmitter

Figure 4-6. A DC audio signal modifies the 121.5 MHz carrier wave

+

as shown in C. The amplitude of the carrier wave (A) is changed in
relation to modifier (B). This is known as amplitude modulation (AM).

FREQUENCY MODULATION (FM)
Frequency modulation (FM) is widely considered
superior to AM for carrying and deciphering information
on radio waves. A carrier wave modulated by FM retains
its constant amplitude. However, the information signal
alters the frequency of the carrier wave in proportion to
the strength of the signal. Thus, the signal is represented
as slight variations to the normally consistent timing of
the oscillations of the carrier wave. (Figure 4-8)
Since the transmitter oscillator output fluctuates during
modulation to represent the information signal, FM
bandwidth is greater than AM bandwidth. This is
overshadowed by the ease with which noise and static
can be removed from the FM signal. FM has a steady
current flow and requires less power to produce since
modulating an oscillator producing a carrier wave takes
less power than modulating the amplitude of a signal
using an amplifier.

4.6

0
D. Audio Frequency Signal In Speaker

Figure 4-7. Demodulation of a received radio signal involves
separating the carrier wave from the information signal.

Demodulation of an FM signal is similar to that of an AM
receiver. The signal captured by the receiving antenna is
usually amplified immediately since signal strength
is lost as the wave travels through the atmosphere.
Numerous circuits are used to isolate, stabilize, and
remove the information from the carrier wave. The result
is then amplified to drive the output device.

SINGLE SIDE BAND (SSB)
When two AC signals are mixed together, such as when
a carrier wave is modulated by an information signal,
three main frequencies result:
1. Original carrier wave frequency;
2. Carrier wave frequency plus the modulating
frequency; and
3. Carrier wave frequency minus the modulating
frequency.
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

consistent amplitude of the AC sign wave. It encodes the unique
information signal with slight variations to the frequency of the
carrier wave. These variations are shown as space variations
between the peaks and valleys of the wave on an oscilloscope.

Due to the fluctuating nature of the information signal,
the modulating frequency varies from the carrier
wave up or down to the maximum amplitude of the
modulating frequency during AM. These additional
frequencies on either side of the carrier wave frequency
are known as side bands. Each side band contains the
unique information signal desired to be conveyed.
The entire range of the lower and upper sidebands
including the center carrier wave frequency is known as
bandwidth. (Figure 4-9)
There are a limited number of frequencies within the
usable frequency ranges (i.e., LF, HF, and VHF). If
different broadcasts are made on frequencies that are
too close together, some of the broadcast from one
frequency interfere with the adjacent broadcast due to
overlapping side bands. The FCC divides the various
frequency bands and issues rules for their use. Much of
this allocation is to prevent interference. The spacing
between broadcast frequencies is established so that a
carrier wave can expand to include the upper and lower
side bands and still not interfere with a signal on an
adjacent frequency.

Lower Sidebands

Upper Sidebands

AM Bandwidth

Figure 4-9. The bandwidth of an AM signal contains the carrier
wave, the carrier wave plus the information signal frequencies,
and the carrier wave minus the information signal frequencies.

Lower Sidebands

Upper Sidebands
Are Removed

SSB Bandwidth

Figure 4-10. The additional frequencies above and below the
carrier wave produced during modulation with the information
signal are known as sidebands. Each sideband contains the unique
information of the information signal and can be transmitted
independent of the carrier wave and the other sideband.
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Figure 4-8. A frequency modulated (FM) carrier wave retains the

Each side band represents the initial information signal
in its entirety. Therefore in an SSB broadcast, the carrier
wave and either the upper or lower sidebands are filtered
out. Only one sideband with its frequencies is broadcast
since it contains all of the needed information. This cuts
the bandwidth required in half and allows more efficient
use of the radio spectrum. SSB transmissions also use
less power to transmit the same amount of information
over an equal distance. Many HF long distance aviation
communications are SSB. (Figure 4-10)

Carrier

FM Signal

Carrier is
Removed

Modulating
Signal

As use of the radio frequencies increases, more efficient
allocation of bandwidth is imperative. Sending information
via radio waves using the narrowest bandwidth possible is
the focus of engineering moving forward. At the same
time, fully representing all of the desired information
or increasing the amount of information conveyed is
also desired. Various methods are employed to keep
bandwidth to a minimum, many of which restrict the
quality or quantity of information able to be transmitted.
In lower frequency ranges, such as those used for ground
wave and some sky wave broadcasts, SSB transmissions
are a narrow bandwidth solution.

RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS
Radio transmitters and receivers are electronic devices
that manipulate electricity resulting in the transmission
of useful information through the atmosphere or space.

TRANSMITTERS
A transmitter consists of a precise oscillating circuit or
oscillator that creates an AC carrier wave frequency. This
is combined with amplification circuits or amplifiers.
The distance a carrier wave travels is directly related to
the amplification of the signal sent to the antenna.
Other circuits are used in a transmitter to accept the
input information signal and process it for loading onto
the carrier wave. Modulator circuits modify the carrier
wave with the processed information signal. Essentially,
this is all there is to a radio transmitter.
NOTE: Modern transmitters are highly ref ined
devices with extremely precise frequency oscillation
and modulation. The circuitry for controlling, filtering,
amplifying, modulating, and oscillating electronic
signals can be complex. A transmitter prepares and
sends signals to an antenna that, in the process described
above, radiates the waves out into the atmosphere. A
transmitter with multiple channel (frequency) capability
contains tuning circuitry that enables the user to select
the frequency upon which to broadcast. This adjusts the
oscillator output to the precise frequency desired. It is
the oscillator frequency that is being tuned.
(Figure 4-11)
As shown in Figure 4-11, most radio transmitters
generate a stable oscillating frequency and then use a
frequency multiplier to raise the AC to the transmitting
frequency. This allows oscillation to occur at frequencies
that are controllable and within the physical working
limits of the crystal in crystal controlled oscillators.

Frequency
Oscillator

Frequency
Multiplier
Modulator

Audio
Microphone

Power
Amplifier

Audio
Processing

Figure 4-11. Block diagram of a basic radio transmitter.
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RECEIVERS
Antennas are simply conductors of lengths proportional
to the wavelength of the oscillated frequency put out by
the transmitter. An antenna captures the desired carrier
wave as well as many other radio waves that are present in
the atmosphere. A receiver is needed to isolate the desired
carrier wave with its information. The receiver also has
circuitry to separate the information signal from the
carrier wave. It prepares it for output to a device, such as
speakers or a display screen. The output is the information
signal originally introduced into the transmitter.
A common receiver is the super heterodyne receiver.
As with any receiver, it must amplify the desired radio
frequency captured by the antenna since it is weak
from traveling through the atmosphere. An oscillator
in the receiver is used to compare and select the desired
frequency out of all of the frequencies picked up by the
antenna. The undesired frequencies are sent to ground.
A local oscillator in the receiver produces a frequency
that is different than the radio frequency of the carrier
wave. These two frequencies are mixed in the mixer. Four
frequencies result from this mixing. They are the radio
frequency, the local oscillator frequency, and the sum
and difference of these two frequencies. The sum and
difference frequencies contain the information signal.
The frequency that is the difference between the local
oscillator frequency and the radio frequency carrier
wave frequency is used during the remaining processing.
In VHF aircraft communication radios, this frequency
is 10.8 MHz. Called the intermediate frequency, it is
amplified before it is sent to the detector. The detector, or
demodulator, is where the information signal is separated
from the carrier wave portion of the signal. In AM,
since both sidebands contain the useful information, the
signal is rectified leaving just one sideband with a weak
version of the original transmitter input signal. In FM
receivers, the varying frequency is changed to a varying
amplitude signal at this point. Finally, amplification
occurs for the output device. (Figure 4-12)
Over the years, with the development of transistors,
micro-transistors, and integrated circuits, radio
transmitters and receivers have become smaller.
Electronic bays were established on older aircraft as
remote locations to mount radio devices simply because
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

RF
Amplifier

Mixer

Detector
Demodulator

AF
Amplifier

Local
Oscillator

Figure 4-12. The basic stages used in a receiver
to produce an output from a radio wave.

they would not fit in the f light deck. Today, many
avionics devices are small enough to be mounted in the
instrument panel, which is customary on most light
aircraft. Because of the number of communication
and navigation aids, as well as the need to present an
uncluttered interface to the pilot, most complicated
aircraft retain an area away from the flight deck for the
mounting of avionics. The control heads of these units
remain on the flight deck.

A transceiver is a communication radio that transmits
and receives. The same frequency is used for both.
When transmitting, the receiver does not function.
The push to talk (PTT) switch blocks the receiving
circuitry and allows the transmitter circuitry to be
active. In a transceiver, some of the circuitry is shared by
the transmitting and receiving functions of the device.
So is the antenna. This saves space and the number of
components used. Transceivers are half duplex systems
where communication can occur in both directions
but only one party can speak while the other must
listen. VHF aircraft communication radios are usually
transceivers. (Figure 4-13)

Figure 4-13. VHF aircraft communication transceivers.

ANTENNAS
As stated, antennas are conductors that are used to
transmit and receive radio frequency waves. Although
the airframe technician has limited duties in relation to
maintaining and repairing avionics, it is the responsibility
of the technician to install, inspect, repair, and maintain
aircraft radio antennas.

The exact shape and material from which an antenna
is made can alter its transmitting and receiv ing
characteristics. Also note that some non-metallic
aircraft have antennas embedded into the composite
material as it is built up.

Three characteristics are of major concern when
considering antennas:
1. Length
2. Polarization
3. Directivity

When an AC signal is applied to an antenna, it has a
certain frequency. There is a corresponding wavelength
for that frequency. An antenna that is half the length of
this wavelength is resonant. During each phase of the
applied AC, all voltage and current values experience the
full range of their variability. As a result, an antenna that
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is half the wavelength of the corresponding AC frequency
is able to allow full voltage and full current flow for the
positive phase of the AC signal in one direction.
The negative phase of the f ul l AC sign wave is
accommodated by the voltage and current simply
changing direction in the conductor. Thus, the applied
AC frequency flows through its entire wavelength, first
in one direction and then in the other. This produces
the strongest signal to be radiated by the transmitting
antenna. It also facilitates capture of the wave and
maximum induced voltage in the receiving antenna.
(Figure 4-14)
Most radios, especially communication radios, use
the same antenna for transmitting and receiving.
Multichannel radios could use a different length
antenna for each frequency, however, this is impractical.
Acceptable performance can exist from a single antenna
half the wavelength of a median frequency. This antenna
can be made effectively shorter by placing a properly
rated capacitor in series with the transmission line from
the transmitter or receiver. This electrically shortens
the resonant circuit of which the antenna is a part. An
antenna may be electrically lengthened by adding an
inductor in the circuit. Adjusting antenna length in this
fashion allows the use of a single antenna for multiple
frequencies in a narrow frequency range.
Many radios use a tuning circuit to adjust the effective
length of the antenna to match the wavelength of the
desired frequency. It contains a variable capacitor and an
inductor connected in parallel in a circuit. Newer radios

2

Figure 4-14. An antenna equal to the full length of the applied
AC frequency wavelength would have the negative cycle current
flow along the antenna as shown by the dotted line. An antenna
that is ½ wavelength allows current to reverse its direction in
the antenna during the negative cycle. This results in low current
at the ends of the ½ wavelength antenna and high current in
the center. As energy radiates into space, the field is strongest
90° to the antenna where the current flow is strongest.
4.10

use a more efficient tuning circuit. It uses switches to
combine frequencies from crystal controlled circuits to
create a resonant frequency that matches the desired
frequency. Either way, the physical antenna length is a
compromise when using a multichannel communication
or navigation device that must be electronically tuned
for the best performance.
A formula can be used to find the ideal length of a half
wavelength antenna required for a particular frequency
as follows:
Antenna Length (feet) =

468
F MHz

The formula is derived from the speed of propagation of
radio waves, which is approximately 300 million meters
per second. It takes into account the dielectric effect of
the air at the end of an antenna that effectively shortens
the length of the conductor required.
VHF radio frequencies used by aircraft communication
radios are 118–136.975 MHz. The corresponding
half wavelengths of these frequencies are 3.96–3.44
feet (47.5–41.2 inches). Therefore, VHF antennas are
relatively long. Antennas one-quarter of the wavelength
of the transmitted frequency are often used. This is
possible because when mounted on a metal fuselage,
a ground plane is formed and the fuselage acts as the
missing one-quarter length of the half wavelength
antenna. This is further discussed in the following
antenna types section.

POLARIZATION, DIRECTIVITY AND
FIELD PATTERN
Antennas are polarized. They radiate and receive
in certain patterns and directions. The electric field
cause by the voltage in the conductor is parallel to the
polarization of an antenna. It is caused by the voltage
difference between each end of the antenna. The
electromagnetic field component of the radio wave is at
90° to the polarization. It is caused by changing current
flow in the antenna. As radio waves radiate out from the
antenna they propagate in a specific direction and in a
specific pattern. This is the antenna field. The orientation
of the electric and electromagnetic fields remains at 90°
to each other, but radiate from antenna with varying
strength in different directions. The strength of the
radiated field varies depending on the type of antenna
and the angular proximity to it.
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

Horizontally polarized antennas are mounted side to
side (horizontally). They radiate in a donut-like field. The
strongest signals come from, or are received at, 90° to the
length of the antenna. There is no field generated off of
the end of the antenna. Figure 4-16 illustrates the field
produced by a horizontally polarized antenna.
Many vertical and horizontal antennas on aircraft are
mounted at a slight angle off plane. This allows the
antenna to receive a weak signal rather than no signal at
all when the polarization of the receiving antenna is not
identical to the transmitting antenna. (Figure 4-17)

Up
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S

Figure 4-15. A vertically polarized antenna radiates radio
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All antennas, even those that are omni-directional,
radiate a stronger signal in some direction compared
to other directions. This is known as the antenna
field directivity. Receiving antennas with the same
polarization as the transmitting antenna generate
the strongest signal. A vertically polarized antenna is
mounted up and down. It radiates waves out from it in
all directions. To receive the strongest signal from these
waves, the receiving antenna should also be positioned
vertically so the electromagnetic component of the radio
wave can cross it at as close to a 90° angle as possible for
most of the possible proximities. (Figure 4-15)

waves in a donut-like pattern in all directions.

90°

Minimum
Radiation

Maximum
Radiation

TYPES
There are three basic types of antennas used in aviation:
1. Dipole antenna
2. Marconi antenna
3. Loop antenna

Figure 4-16. A horizontally polarized antenna radiates in a donut-like
pattern. The strongest signal is at 90° to the length of the conductor.

DIPOLE ANTENNA

The dipole antenna is the type of antenna referred to in
the discussion of how a radio wave is produced. It is a
conductor, the length of which is approximately equal
to half the wavelength of the transmission frequency.
This sometimes is referred to as a Hertz antenna. The
AC transmission current is fed to a dipole antenna in
the center. As the current alternates, current f low is
greatest in the middle of the antenna and gradually less
as it approaches the ends. Then, it changes direction
and flows the other way. The result is that the largest
electromagnetic field is in the middle of the antenna and
the strongest radio wave field is perpendicular to the
length of the antenna. Most dipole antennas in aviation
are horizontally polarized.
Figure 4-17. Many antenna are canted for better reception.
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A common dipole antenna is the V-shaped V HF
navigation antenna, known as a VOR antenna, found
on numerous aircraft. Each arm of the V is one-fourth
wavelength creating a half wave antenna which is fed in
the center. This antenna is horizontally polarized. For a
dipole receiving antenna, this means it is most sensitive
to signals approaching the antenna from the sides rather
than head-on in the direction of flight. (Figure 4-18)
MARCONI ANTENNA

A Marconi antenna is a one-fourth wave antenna. It
achieves the efficiency of a half wave antenna by using
the mounting surface of the conductive aircraft skin to
create the second one-fourth wavelength. Most aircraft
VHF communications antennas are Marconi antennas.
They are vertically polarized and create a field that is
omni-directional. On fabric skinned aircraft, the ground
plane that makes up the second one-fourth wavelength
of the antenna must be fashioned under the skin where
the Marconi antenna is mounted. This can be done with
thin aluminum or aluminum foil. Sometimes four or
more wires are extended under the skin from the base
of the vertical antenna that serve as the ground plane.
This is enough to give the antenna the proper conductive
length. The same practice is also utilized on ground
based antennas. (Figure 4-19)
LOOP ANTENNA

The third type of antenna commonly found on aircraft
is the loop antenna. When the length of an antenna
conductor is fashioned into a loop, its field characteristics
are altered significantly from that of a straight-half
wavelength antenna. It also makes the antenna more
compact and less prone to damage. Used as a receiving
antenna, the loop antenna's properties are highly
direction-sensitive. A radio wave intercepting the loop
directly broadside causes equal current flow in both sides

of the loop. However, the polarity of the current flows is
opposite each other. This causes them to cancel out and
produce no signal.
When a radio wave strikes the loop antenna in line
with the plane of the loop, current is generated first
in one side, and then in the other side. This causes the
current flows to have different phases and the strongest
signal can be generated from this angle. The phase
difference (and strength) of the generated current varies
proportionally to the angle at which the radio wave
strikes the antenna loop. This is useful and is discussed
further in the section on automatic direction finder
(ADF) navigational aids. (Figure 4-20)

TRANSMISSION LINES
Transmitters and receivers must be connected to their
antenna(s) via conductive wire. These transmission lines
are coaxial cable, also known as coax. Coax consists
of a center wire conductor surrounded by a semirigid
insulator. Surrounding the wire and insulator material
is a conductive, braided cover that runs the length of
the cable. Finally, a waterproof covering is set around
the braided shield to protect the entire assembly from
the elements. The braided cover in the coax shields the
inner conductor from any external fields. It also prevents
the fields generated by the internal conductor from
radiating. For optimum performance, the impedance of
Antenna

4

Metal aircraft skin
ground plane.

4

Ground plane under
skin in non-metallic
aircraft.

Figure 4-19. On a metal-skinned aircraft, a ¼ wavelength
Marconi antenna is used. The skin is the ground plane that
creates the 2nd quarter of the antenna required for resonance
(left). On a nonmetallic-skinned aircraft, wires, conductive
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Figure 4-18. The V-shaped VOR navigation

plates or strips equal in length to the antenna must be installed

antenna is a common dipole antenna.

under the skin to create the ground plane (right).
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Plane of loop perpendicular to direction of wave travel.
Plane of loop parallel to direction of wave travel.

Maximum Reception Loop Orientation

A

B

Figure 4-20. A loop antenna is highly direction-sensitive. A signal origin perpendicular or broadside to the loop
creates a weak signal (A). A signal origin parallel or in the plain of the loop creates a strong signal (B).

the transmission line should be equal to the impedance
of the antenna. In aviation antenna applications, this is
often approximately 50 ohms. (Figure 4-21)

Protective Plastic Covering

Special connectors are used for coa xial cable. A
variety can be seen in Advisory Circular 43.13-1b. The
technician should follow all manufacturer's instructions
when installing transmission lines and antenna. Correct
installation is critical to radio and antenna performance.

Shielding–Outer Conductor

Dielectric–Insulator
Central Conductor

Figure 4-21. Coaxial cable is used as the transmission line between an antenna and its transmitters and/or receiver.

AUTO DEPENDENT SURVEILLANCE BROADCAST (ADS-B)
Collision avoidance is a significant part of the FAA's
Next-Gen plan for transforming the National Airspace
System (NAS). Increasing the number of aircraft using
the same quantity of airspace and ground facilities
requires the implementation of new technologies
to maintain a high level of performance and safety.
The successful proliferation of global navigation
satellite systems (GNSS), such as GPS, has led to the
development of a collision avoidance system known as
automatic dependent surveillance broadcast (ADS-B).
ADS-B is an integral part of Next-Gen program. The
Module 04 - Electronic Fundamentals

implementation of its ground and airborne infrastructure
is currently underway. ADS-B is active in parts of the
United States and around the world. (Figure 4-22)
A DS-B is considered in t wo segments: A DS-B
OUT and ADS-B IN. ADS-B OUT combines the
positioning information available from a GPS receiver
with on-board f light status information, i.e. location
including altitude, velocity, and time. It then broadcasts
this information to other ADS-B equipped aircraft and
ground stations. (Figure 4-23)
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Minimum Reception Loop Orientation

Two different frequencies are used to carry these
broadcasts with data link capability. The first is an
expanded use of the 1090 MHz Mode-S transponder
protocol known as 1090 ES. The second, largely being
introduced as a new broadband solution for general
aviation implementation of ADS-B, is at 978 MHz.
A 978 universal access transceiver (UAT) is used
to accomplish this. An omni-directional antenna is
required in addition to the GPS antenna and receiver.
Airborne receivers of an ADS-B broadcast use the
information to plot the location and movement of the

Figure 4-22. Low power requirements allow remote ADS-B
stations with only solar or propane support. This is not possible
with ground radar due to high power demands which inhibit
remote area radar coverage for air traffic purposes.

transmitting aircraft on a flight deck display similar to
TCAS. (Figure 4-24)
Inexpensive ground stations (compared to radar) are
constructed in remote and obstructed areas to proliferate
ADS-B. Ground stations share information from airborne
ADS-B broadcasts with other ground stations that are
part of the air traffic management system (ATMS). Data
is transferred with no need for human acknowledgement.
Microwave and satellite transmissions are used to link
the network. For traffic separation and control, ADS-B
has several advantages over conventional ground-based
radar. The first is the entire airspace can be covered with
a much lower expense.
The aging ATC radar system that is in place is expensive
to maintain and replace. Additionally, ADS-B provides
more accurate information since the vector state is
generated from the aircraft with the help of GPS
satellites. Weather is a greatly reduced factor with
ADS-B. Ultra high frequency GPS transmissions are
not affected. Increased positioning accuracy allows for
higher density traffic flow and landing approaches, an
obvious requirement to operate more aircraft in and out
of the same number of facilities. The higher degree of
control available also enables routing for fewer weather
delays and optimal fuel burn rates. Collision avoidance
is expanded to include runway incursion from other
aircraft and support vehicles on the surface of an airport.
GNSS Position Data

ADS-B Signal

ADS-B Signal

Aircraft Broadcast Position, Altitude, Speed, etc.

Ground Transceiver
Conventional Data Networks

Figure 4-23. ADS-B OUT uses satellites to identify the position aircraft. This position is then broadcast
to other aircraft and to ground stations along with other flight status information.
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ADS-B IN offers features not available in TCAS.
Equipped aircraft are able to receive abundant data
to enhance situational awareness. Traffic information
services-broadcast (TIS-B) supply traffic information
from non-ADS-B aircraft and ADS-B aircraft on a
different frequency. Ground radar monitoring of surface
targets, and any traffic data in the linked network of

ground stations is sent via ADS-B IN to the flight deck.
This provides a more complete picture than air-to-air
only collision avoidance. Flight information services
broadcast (FIS-B) are also received by ADS-B IN.
Weather text and graphics, ATIS information, and
NOTAMS are able to be received in aircraft that have
987 UAT capability. (Figure 4-25)

Aircraft “See” Each Other
UA

AWOS

Wind
Barometer
Temp/DP etc.

UA

Text Weather Radar Weather
VHF

Visibility
Ceiling

Weather Data
A/C Position

Figure 4-25. ADS-B IN enables weather and traffic information to be sent into the flight deck. In addition to AWOS weather, NWS can also be transmitted.
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Figure 4-24. A cockpit display of ADS-B generated targets (left). ADS-B airborne receiver with antenna (right).

ADS-B test units are available for trained maintenance
personnel to verif y proper operation of A DS-B
equipment. This is critical since close tolerance of air
traffic separation depends on accurate data from each
aircraft and throughout all components of the ADS-B
system. (Figure 4-26)

Figure 4-26. An ADS-B test unit.

EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER (ELT)
A n emergenc y locator t ransmit ter (ELT) is an
independent battery powered transmitter activated
by the excessive G-forces experienced during a crash.
It transmits a digital signal every 50 seconds on a
frequency of 406.025 MHz at 5 watts for at least 24
hours. The signal is received anywhere in the world by
satellites in the COSPAS-SARSAT satellite system.
Two types of satellites, low earth orbiting (LEOSATs)
and geostationary satellites (GEOSATs) are used
with different, complimentary capability. The signal is
partially processed and stored in the satellites and then
relayed to ground stations known as local user terminals
(LUTs). Further deciphering of a signal takes place at
the LUTs, and appropriate search and rescue operations
are notified through mission control centers (MCCs) set
up for this purpose.
NOTE: Maritime vessel emergency locating beacons
(EPIRBs) and personal locator beacons (PLBs) use the
exact same system. The United States portion of the
COSPAS-SARSAT system is maintained and operated
by NOAA. Figure 4-27 illustrates the basic components
in the COSPAS-SARSAT system.
ELTs are required to be installed in aircraft according
to FAR 91.207. This encompasses most general aviation
aircraft not operating under Parts 135 or 121. ELTs must
be inspected within 12 months of previous inspection for
proper installation, battery corrosion, operation of the
controls and crash sensor, and the presence of a sufficient
signal at the antenna. Built-in test equipment facilitates
testing without transmission of an emergency signal.
The remainder of the inspection is visual. Technicians
are cautioned to not activate the ELT and transmit an
emergency distress signal. Inspection must be recorded
4.16

in maintenance records including the new expiration
date of the battery. This must also be recorded on the
outside of the ELT.
ELTs are typically installed as far aft in the fuselage
of an aircraft as is practicable just forward of the
empennage. The built-in G-force sensor is aligned
with the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. Helicopter
ELTs may be located elsewhere on the airframe. They
are equipped with multidirectional activation devices.
Follow ELT and airframe manufacturer's instructions
for proper installation, inspection, and maintenance of all
ELTs. Figure 4-28 illustrates ELTs mounted locations.
Use of Doppler technology enables the origin of the
406 MHz ELT signal to be calculated within 2 to 5
kilometers. Second generation 406 MHz ELT digital
signals are loaded with GPS location coordinates from
a receiver inside the ELT unit or integrated from an
outside unit. This reduces the location accuracy of the
crash site to within 100 meters. The digital signal is also
loaded with unique registration information. It identifies
the aircraft, the owner, and contact information, etc.
When a signal is received, this is used to immediately
research the validity of the alert to ensure it is a true
emergency transmission so that rescue resources are not
deployed needlessly.
ELTs with automatic G-force activation mounted
in aircraft are easily removable. They often contain a
portable antenna so that crash victims may leave the site
and carry the operating ELT with them. A flight deck
mounted panel is required to alert the pilot if the ELT
is activated. It also allows the ELT to be armed, tested,
and manually activated if needed. (Figure 4-29)
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Figure 4-27. The basic operating components of the satellite-based COSPAS-SARSAT rescue system of which aircraft ELTs are a part.

Figure 4-28. An emergency locator transmitter (ELT) mounting location
is generally far aft in a fixed-wing aircraft fuselage in line with the

Figure 4-29. An ELT and its components including a cockpit mounted

longitudinal axis. Helicopter mounting location and orientation varies.

panel, the ELT, a permanent mount antenna, and a portable antenna.
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Modern ELTs may also transmit a signal on 121.5
MHz. This is an analog transmission that can be used
for homing. Prior to 2009, 121.5 MHz was a worldwide
emergency frequency monitored by the CORPASSARSAT satellites. However, it has been replaced by
the 406 MHz standard. Transmission on 121.5 MHz
are no longer received and relayed via satellite. The use
of a 406 MHz ELT has not been mandated by the FAA.
An older 121.5 MHz ELT satisfies the requirements of
FAR Part 91.207 in all except new aircraft. Thousands of
aircraft registered in the United States remain equipped
with ELTs that transmit a .75 watt analog 121.5 MHz
emergency signal when activated. The 121.5 MHz
frequency is still an active emergency frequency and is
monitored by over-flying aircraft and control towers.

It must be noted that older 121.5 MHz analog signal
ELTs often also transmit an emergency signal on
a frequency of 243.0 MHz. This has long been the
military emergency frequency. Its use is being phased
out in favor of digital ELT signals and satellite
monitoring. Improvements in coverage, location
accuracy, identification of false alerts, and shortened
response times are so significant with 406 MHz ELTs,
they are currently the service standard worldwide.

Technicians are required to perform an inspection/test
of 121.5 MHz ELTs within 12 months of the previous
one andinspect for the same integrity as required for
the 406MHz ELTs mentioned above. However, older
ELTs often lack the built-in test circuitry of modern
ELTs certif ied to TSO C-126. Therefore, a true
operational test may include activating the signal. This
can be done by removing the antenna and installing
a dummy load. Any activation of an ELT signal is
required to only be done between the top of each hour
and 5 minutes after the hour. The duration of activation
must be no longer than three audible sweeps. Contact
of the local control tower or flight service station before
testing is recommended.
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QUESTIONS
Question: 4-1

Question: 4-5

Question: 4-2

Question: 4-6

Question: 4-3

Question: 4-7

Question: 4-4

Question: 4-8

The relationship between frequency and wavelength is
__________________ proportional.

Radio waves are directional and propagate out into
space at __________________ miles per second.

The electric field component and the ______________
component of a radio wave are oriented at 90° to each
other, and at 90° to the direction that the wave is
traveling.

Ground Waves or surface radio waves follow the
curvature of the earth and are __________________
frequency waves.
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VHF communication radios are the primary
communication radios used in aviation. They operate in
the frequency range from ________ MHz to ________
MHz.

To transmit and receive useful information,
a radio wave is altered or modulated by an
__________________ signal.

In an AM radio transmission, the radio wave is
altered to carry useful information by modulating the
__________________ of the wave.

Since the transmitter oscillator output fluctuates
during modulation to represent the information signal,
FM bandwidth is __________________ than AM
bandwidth.
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ANSWERS
Answer: 4-1

Answer: 4-5

Answer: 4-2

Answer: 4-6

Answer: 4-3

Answer: 4-7

Answer: 4-4

Answer: 4-8

inversely.

186,282.

electromagnetic field.

low.
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118.0.
136.975.

information.

amplitude.

greater.
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QUESTIONS
Question: 4-9

Question: 4-13

Question: 4-10

Question: 4-14

Question: 4-11

Question: 4-15

Question: 4-12

Question: 4-16

When two AC signals are mixed together, such as
when a carrier wave is modulated by an information
signal, three main frequencies result; they are?

Radio transmitters and receivers are electronic devices
that manipulate __________________ resulting in
the transmission of useful information through the
atmosphere or space.

The basis of a transmitter is an precise
__________________ that creates an AC carrier wave
frequency and amplifies it.

A __________________ isolates the desired carrier
wave with its information.
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A __________________ is a communication radio that
transmits and receives.

Three characteristics are of major concern when
considering antennas are?

An antenna can be made effectively shorter by placing a
properly rated __________________ in series with the
transmission line from the transmitter or receiver.

The electric field cause by the voltage in a conductor is
parallel to the __________________ of an antenna and
is caused by the voltage difference between each end of
the antenna.
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ANSWERS
Answer: 4-9

Answer: 4-13

Answer: 4-10

Answer: 4-14

Answer: 4-11

Answer: 4-15

Answer: 4-12

Answer: 4-16

The original carrier wave frequency. The carrier
wave frequency plus the modulating frequency; and
the carrier wave frequency minus the modulating
frequency.

electricity.

oscillator.

receiver.
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transceiver.

length.
polarization.
directivity.

capacitor.

polarization.
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QUESTIONS
Question: 4-17

Question: 4-21

Question: 4-18

Question: 4-22

Question: 4-19

Question: 4-23

Question: 4-20

Question: 4-24

The three basic types of antennas used in aviation are
the?

Transmission lines from transmitters to receivers are
__________________ cable.

ADS-B stands for __________________.

ADS-B OUT combines the positioning information
available from a ________ receiver with on-board flight
status information, i.e. location including altitude,
velocity, and time.
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Name 3 advantages of ADS-B over conventional
groundbased radar.

ELT stands for __________________.

An ELT is activated by excessive _________________.

Second generation 406 MHz digital ELT signals are
loaded with ________ location coordinates.
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ANSWERS
Answer: 4-17

Answer: 4-21

Answer: 4-18

Answer: 4-22

Answer: 4-19

Answer: 4-23

Answer: 4-20

Answer: 4-24

Dipole.
Marconi.
Loop.

coaxial.

automatic dependent surveillance broadcast.

GPS.
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lower expense to cover the entire airspace.
more accurate.
weather does not interfere with GPS signals.

emergency locator transmitter.

G-forces.

GPS.
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ACRONYM INDEX
AC
ADF
ADS
AM
ATC
ATMS
AWOS
DC
EHF
ELT
EPIRB
FCC
FET
FIS
FM
GEOSAT
GNSS
GPS
HEMT
HF
IR
JFET
LCD
LED
LEOSAT
LUT
LVDT
MCC
MESFETS
MF
MHz
MOSFET
NAS
NOTAM
PCB
PHEMT
PLB
PRV
RVDT
SCR
SHF
SSB
TRR
UAT
UHF
UJT
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/
/
/
/
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/
/
/
/
/
/

(ACRONYMS USED IN THIS MANUAL)

Alternating Current
Automatic Direction Finder
Automatic Dependent Surveillance
Amplitude Modulation
Air Traffic Control
Air Traffic Management System
Automatic Weather Observation System
Direct Current
Extremely High Frequency
Emergency Locator Transmitter
Maritime Vessel Emergency Locator Beacon
Federal Communications Commission (USA)
Field Effect Transistor
Flight Information Service
Frequency Modulation
Geostationary Satellites
Global Navigation Satellite System
Global Positioning System
High Electron Mobility Transistor
High Frequency
Reverse Current
Junction Field Effect Transistor
Liquid Crystal Display
Light Emitting Diode
Low Earth Orbiting Satellite
Local User Terminal
Linear Variable Differential Transducer
Mission Control Centers
Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
Medium Frequency
Mega Hertz
Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
National Airspace System
Notice To Airmen
Printed Circuit Board
Pseudomorphic High Electron Mobility Transistor
Personal Locator Beacon
Peak Reverse Voltage
Rotary Variable Differential Transducer
Silicon Controlled Rectifier
Super High Frequency
Single Sideband
Reverse Recovery Time
Universal Access Transceiver
Ultra High Frequency
Unijunction Transistor
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ACRONYM INDEX
VHF
VLF
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(ACRONYMS USED IN THIS MANUAL)

/
/

Very High Frequency
Very Low Frequency
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